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The Calloway County Public Library
Is making an urgent request for the
return of all overdue books and
materials.
The Library Board of Trustees voiced
a concern at a recent meeting over the
number of books patrons fail to return
to the library on time. They cited the
fact that hundreds of dollars are spent
from the library budget each year on
the "overdue" situation. Staff time and
cost of postage alone constitute a figure
of over $250 spent each month for the
contact necessary to get the books back
in the library.
shlargaret Trevathan, librarian,
reported that as many as 500 books are
out one month past their due date,
which means that one person has taken
a book out of circulation for six weeks.
The normal period of time a book and
recard may be kept is two weeks with a
renewal extension of an extra two
weeks, if requested. She further stated
that books may be renewed by phone
which is a practice not many libraries
keep, primarily because the books are
not on hand to be re-stamped. Sickness,
bad weather, and other problems
beyond the patron's control are always
taken into consideration when an
overdue fine is levied.
At present, the fine for each day a
book is overdue is 5 cents. As a
reminder, a patron is sent a postcard or
1. • ve&a.phane "all when a boos-one
..week overdue; when the books or
records are one month overdue,
another reminder is sent. Mrs.
Trevathan commented that she felt this
should be adequate notice for a patron
- to receive when they are late with the
return of _their books. - - -
The decision of the trustees was to
initiate a slightly different procedure
for future use. The patron will still be
given one-week and one month notices,
after which time the names of those
people with overdue books will be
published in the local paper. A
spokesman for the trustees said he felt
it only fair to other library users to
make a concentrated effort to keep
books in circulation. After a patron's
name has been listed in the newspaper
as a delinquent borrower, they should
contact the library immediately as
even sterner measures will be taken to





Murray Police Department has
charged a Murray man and two
juveniles in connection with the
Saturday night burglary of Keel's
Purchase Tire on Coldwater Road, a
police spokesman said today.
Police arrested the man, 27-year-old
Alvin Newberry and juveniles, all of
Hale's Trailer Court, shortly after
receiving the report Saturday night, the
spokesman said.
Police said Newberry is charged with
first degree burglary, carrying a
concealed deadly weapon, attempting
to elude a police officer and unlawful
transaction with a minor.
The man was expected to appear for
arraignment in district early today.
Police said nothing was reported
taken in the burglary.
The spokesman said police are still
investigating two thefts, one at Eddie
Jones' Landscaping, located on

























Travelers advisory late tonight
and early Tuesday morning.
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with chance for light freezing
rain about daybreak. Lows from
the upper 20s to the low 30s.
"Freezing rain changing to rain on
Tuesday. Highs in the mid and
upper 40s. '
TOBACCO SALES — These men are shown looking over dark-fired tobacco during sales today at Growers LooseLeaf floor. Sales started again today in Murray after they were stopped due to grower dissatisfaction with prices lastweek One warehouse spokesman said about 10 percent of the growers were accepting prices offered today.
Photo Ily tennie B Gordon
Growers Still Rejecting Prices
Offered On Dark-Fired Tobacco
Derk-fired --taboret-a - -growera--terr=- -
tinued rejecting prices today but ap-
parently not to the degree experienced
on Murray loose leaf floors last week.
Sales stopped on both the Growers
--and Farris loose leaf floors last Wed-
-nesday after- dissatisfied growers
----refused to accLtt- prices offered for
their dark fired leaf.
Buyers offered up to $1.45 for top leaf
grades; lugs, or the poorer grades,
ranged from 80-cents to 90-cents per
pound. Most growers indicated they
were dissatisfied over the difference of
prices on tobacco from the same crop
bearing the same government grade.
Rob McCallon with Growers Loose
Leaf Floor estimated early today that
10 percent of the growers accepted
prices offered.
4ep leaf prices- sierelriternirthe
Growers floor today, -Tugs were
bringing 80-cents to 90-cents.
McCallon said the "house" bought
some tobacco at $1.50 per pound.
Sales were expected to end at Farris
Loose Leaf Floor shortly after noon
today.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
Western District Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, an organization
representing growers, said sales last
week stopped due to "extreme disap-
pointment of growers."
"I think they were more disappointed
with lug prices than leaf prices," Ellis
said.
_Q.rie grower said,"We're mainly
diaa,pointed with the prices. .They
(the buyers) led us up to this by giving
Is rocW-cis-lhelaTIO-Yeeii."1
has beau good money in a for farmers.
And now they know we have a big crop
and they're going to give us lower
prices." He said growers have their
investments to consider and a number
of county growers, anticipating a
strong market, built new tobacco
barns.
A buyer called the situation an
illustration of "supply and demand."
Most experts say the problem facing
growers apparently stems from higher
production this year based on strong
the last two years - leading to
an over supply of tobacco.
Ted Howard, Calloway County ex-
tension agent, calls this year's dark
fired crop the largest in over 10 years.
The 1978 crop totaled some 2,500 acres.




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
special session of the General
Assembly enters its third week ap-
parently still spelling tax relief for
KenlucTuans
A vote is expected this week in the
House on removing the 5 percent sales
tax on home utility bills, while a public
hearing is scheduled on a proposal to
limit property tax increases,
While both measures received sup-
port from some strong allies last week,
there is _ confusion .and
—ffiagreement about how they will be
administered and how much they will
cost.
NUMBER ONE IN STATE — The 1978 Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Catalog has been judged number one in the state of Kentucky. Fair board
president Donnie Lovett displays the plaque that was presented to him this
weekend in Louisville. The award was presented by the Kentucky
Association of Fairs and Horse Shows. Also this weekend, Murray-CallowavCounty Fair tiueen lesJee Grogan competed with queens from throughoutthe state for the state title.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
The utility tax cut, which will include
water and sewage but not telephones,
easily sailed out of the House
Appropriations and Revenue Com-
mittee by a 13-0 vote after earlier en-
doraement_by _the_ Molise Democratic .
caucus.
It is expected to come up for a vote on
the House floor Wednesday.
Although apparently uncomplicated
on the surface, state revenue officials
warned last week the law could be
difficult to administer if not clearly
written.
Part of the problem is separating
residential from commercial use,
which will not be exempted, especially
for apartments and condominiums.
There also is still some confusion
about the measure's cost. An originial
estimate said it would be $38 million per
year, but that figure was later in-
creased to $53 million, partly because
most utility bills are expected to rise in
the next year and a half.
The public hearing either Tuesday or
Wednesday by the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee will concern the
proposal to limit property tax increases
to 4 percent.
Gov. Julian Carroll has thrown his





By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter today signed and sent Congress
a "lean and austere" budget for 1900
that he said will increase outlays for
defense and the poor while helping to
throttle the government's voracious
appetite for spending.
Despite controversial cuts in jobs
programs and a freezing of other
programs for states and cities, Carter
said "The budget is indeed fair to
everyone in our nation." -
The budget totals $531.6 billion and
includes a deficit of $29 billion. It sets
aside $2.5 billion to be paid to American
workers as inflation insurance in 1980,
if Congress approves.
Spending would be equal to $2,416.85
for every American.
The current 1979 budget provides for
spending of $493.4 billon and a deficit of
$37.4 billion. The administration also
declined to make a commitment to
continue revenue-sharing beyond 1980.
The cuts are certain to cause
problems for Carter within his own
-Democratic • Party,-but-durtrig a flVf-
minute signing ceremony at the White
House the president insisted that
special interest groups had already
begun to temper their criticism.
"Obviously, there is no way to please
everyone," Carter
He said controlling inflation was his
overriding concern in drafting the
proposed budget, and added, "This is a
budget that is good enough that the
American people will support it. ...I will
fight for it."
Carter said his 1900 budget, for the
fiscal year beginning next Oct. 1,
emphasizes spending restraint and
fighting inflation and makes "the
federal dollar work harder and better."
It also will ensure continued economic
growth, although at a slower pace than
last year, he said.
"We must reduce the growth of total
federal pending while protecting the
security of our nation and the well-
being of the American people," Carter
said in a message to Congress.
But the president did not repeat his
past promises to balance the budget by
1981, saying only that he will "achieve a
balanced budget as soon as economic
conditions permit." The 1980 deficit will
be the 19th in the last 20 years
The budget is important politically
for Carter since it will be in effect
Miring -most of the-1960-p-resittential
election year and he may be held ac-
countable by his party and voters on
whether it does what he promises it
will.
Battle lines already were being
drawn between those who feel the
budget will not slow federal spending
enough and those who think it goes too
far.
Sen. William Roth, R-Del., said, "To
describe Carter's budget as lean is like
looking at the package of bacon In the
supermarket - you don't see the fat
until you open the package."
But Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, I)-
Mass., a possible challenger to Carter
for the Democratic presidential
nomination, says the budget is
"seriously defective," alleging that
those who can least afford it are
bearing the brunt of the spending
restraint.
Carter said his budget slows the
growth in federal spending to 7.7 per-
cent in 1980, down from an average
annual increase of 12.1 percent during
the period from 1979nthrough 1978. The
1980 increase is only 0.7 percent after
discounting for a 7 percent inflation
rate.
Spending would be $12.6 billion lower
than if federal programs had continued
to groW at the same levels as before, the
administration said.
The budget holds out the possibility of
a new round of tax reductions in 1981 -
possibly including a rollback in Social
Security taxes. Blumenthal told
reporters it would be "very risky" to
enact a new tax cut any sooner because
that could worsen inflation.
Revenues for 1980, including tax
receipts, are estimated at $502.6 billion,
up from $456 billion in 1979.
As expected, the biggest increase in
the 1900 budget is for defense, with
outlays rising $10.8 billion to $122.7
billion, an increase of more than 3
percent even after discounting the
effects of inflation.
Among the sharpest cut are 160,000
public service jobs for a savings of $535
million. Some trimming of Social
Security programs is projaosed to
reluce outlays bF$600 niMion initially
and Congress might not approve.
Congress, which has its own budget-
making procedures, could make sub-
stantial changes in the Carter budget.
However, the new Congress is expected
to be more conservative than the last,
and it seems more likely it would cut
spending further, rather than increase
it.
Carter is returninglo Congress with a
proposal it spurned last year.
See BUDGET,
Page 10, Column 7.
You Owe
Over $4,000
By The Associated Press
You owe $4,087 that you probably
don't know about. Just the interest
on your unseen debt will add up to
nearly $260 a year.
That $4,087 represents the per-
capita share of the $899 billion
national debt - forecast in
President Carter's budget - for
each of the 219.9 million American
men, women and children.
- -The nearly $26G per-capita-onstial - -
interest cost is everyone's share of
the $57.1 billion to be paid out by the
government in fiscal 1980 under
Carter's spending plan.
A surprisingly large part of that
national debt probably will be owed
to foreigners. In 1978, $121 billion -
equal to a percapita share of $550 of
the national debt - was held by
foreigners, principally the govern-
ments of the Arab oil producing
nations. That figure probably will
grow since foreigners are continuing
to buy government notes and
securities.
Of course, a bill for your part of
the national debt won't be arriving
in the mail anytime soon. Part of the
national debt is a bookkeeping
device to settle accounts among
various government agencies. And
much of the rest is held by banks,
life insurance companies and in-
dividual Americans who have
savings bonds and Treasury bills.
notes and bonds
Any Tax Relief Measure Should
Come From House, Ky. AGO Says
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Apparently any bills granting Ken-
tuckians tax relief will have to originate
in the House of Representatives during
the current special session of the
General Assembly.
The state attorney general's office, in
an opinion released today, advised the
head of the Senate Appropriations agd
Revenue Committee that a measure is
considered a revenue bill whether it
increases or decreases the tax rate.
"Any bill which can appropriately be
considered a revenue measore must be
introduced in the House of Represen-
tatives," assistant Attorney General
Joseph R. Johnson told Sen. Woodrow
Stamper, 9-West Liberty.
He said that is consistant with the
state constitution, which requires "all
bills for raising revenue" to start in the
'House.
'The term. 'raise revenue' does not
imply an increase in the amount of
revenue to be collected by the state,"
Johnson said. "It does not imply an
increase in the tax rate.
"By the same token, even though a
tax rate may be decreased by the
General Assembly, any such tax bill
will still be considered a revenue
producing measure," he said.
"Thereforesthe question heroines not,
whether more or less revenue will be
produced by the legislatien, but
whether the legislation is, in (act, in the
strictest sense of the word, a revenue
measure," Johnson said
Four bills have been introduced in the
Senate to remove the 5 percent state
sales tax on home utilities, while other
Measures have been introduced in the
tipper chamber to grant an income tax
credit for solar heating equipment and
make such equipment exempt from the
property tax.
The Senate Democratic caucus was
scheduled to meet at 1 p.m. today to
dicuss what action to take on its tax cut
bills, since similar measures have also
been introduced in the House.
The House bill removing the sales tax
on home utilities is scheduled for a vote
on the floor later this week.
The Senate has been meeting as a
committee of the whole for the past two
weeks hearing testimony on where any
money for tax cuts would come from.
V 60,
Tuesday Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
Seats $1.50
•  •  •
• •••••
••  • •• 1:41W:i•  •• •••
tonite's movies
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HEALTH.
Altering metabolism
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
krrow that the thyroid gland
.s somehow related to one's
Aietaboiisni - that :t affects
the processing of food calo-
ries into fat or energy I also
know that-usually the cause
of obesity is one's poor diet.
But I don't understand the
extreme variation. I see
some people eat a lot of
calories every day and yet
they are slim. Others who
smoke, eat fattening foods
such as burgers and sodas
and ice cream cones for
lunch and yet they are slim.
Is smoking related to
metabolism? Can an individ-
ual do anything to increase
his metabolism? If pne were
on a very low calorie diet of
under a thousand calories a
day for over a year would
this actually decrease the
person's need for the normal
amount of calories to sur-
vive? I'd appreciate any in-
formation you can give me,
particularly on how to alter
metabolism.
DEAR READER -
You've asked some very
good questions. An inade-
quate production of thyroid
hormones means that the




:".01tered. Less oxygen is re-
-:quired because less food is
:-broken down to release ener-
gy. Instead, the food is con-
verted to fat, the body's way
of storing energy. It doesn't
require oxygen to convert
calories into fat the same
way it does to release calo-
ries from food.
markedly as soon as your
. diet is severely restricted in
, calories. This is nature's
way of enalAng_your boditto_
. survive a fast, starvation or
seild-starvation period. -
Your body is designed to
protect it against such
• wretched excesses to some
. extent-By slowing dawn all
of your metabolic processes
and actually decreasing the
metabolic rate, a does re-
quire less energy and less
food to survive.
But there are a lot of
. mpleasant changes such as
!oss of energy, changes of
personality, some people's
hair falls out. Studies have
shown that individuals on
low calorie diets may have a
loss of sex drive. Yes, you
can get along on less food in
a less than optimal state of




nicotine, which is a tissue
poison. Tissues don't thrive
when they are being poi-
soned anymore than plants
thrive when they're being
poisoned. The other problem
is that some people respond
to their nervous activity by
smoking and others respond
by eating. When a person
stops smoking he may sub-
stitute eating for smoking.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Local Agent Says—
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
Weight Losing Diet, %Olen
provides a well-balanced,
low calorie, low fat diet
which is suitable for weight
control programs. It pro-
vides 1200 to 1300 calories a
day.
I don't recommend it ei-
ther for longer than six
weeks at a time. After that,
at the very latest, a person
should add to that basic
balanced diet enough addi-
tional food to maintain a
stable weight for several
weeks before you try to lose
any more. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Many high-tension type
?eople are constantly mov-
ing their hands, their knees,
their feet and their muscles
are always active. This con-
tinuous minor activity uses a




From The Desk of
Jean W. Cloar
Co. Ext. Agent
• j For Home Ec.
The first two of four sessions
of An Estate Planning
What happens if you're on Seminar will be held Wed-a starvation diet? Your_mesday, January II, at 10 a.m.
i
tabolism slows down 
n the Livestock and Ex-




program will begin with a
chronological look at events
and music which shaped the
heyday of big bands from 1986
to 1945. Each week the news
; headlines and big band hits of
a particular year will be
; featured. Later programs will
: profile the lives and music of
individual artists.
WKMS, a noncommercial
Big band music lovers can
enjoy an hour 'of' the sound
popularized by Benny
Goodman, Glenn Miller, Artie
Shaw and others at 8 p.m.
each Tuesday on WKMS-FM,
the radio voice of Murray
State University.
Hosted by Bruce Smith, the
ilarvirD Ctntrk,
;broadcasts at 91.3 on the FM
312 N. Porter, Paris, Tenn.,
Position Center located on
College Farm Road. Topics to
be covered-this day will be:
Importance of Estate
Planning.
Property Rights in Ken-
tucky
Taxes and Other-Costs in
Estate Settlement.--
Use of Marital Deduction
and Lifetime Gifts.
Estate planning has to do
with living, not just with
decisions about who inherits
property. An estate plan is a
pattern, a guide or a master
method for working toward
financial security and a
family's future welfare. It
includes:
Decisions about the ac-
cumulation of real and per-
sonal property.
Planning for the use and
enjoyment of property during
the planner's lifetime.
Making legal provisions
concerning the disposal of that -
property - that is, who gets
what and in what proportion
when the owners die.
7 When people-at -Withoie
wills or other legal guides for
disposing of their property,
needless taxes have to be paid
and financial tangles confront
wives, husbands, children at a
time of deep personal distress.
This unfortunate situation can
be avoided by the creation of
an estate plan. Many people
think that a will takes care of
all the problems of settling an
estate, but estate planning
involves far more than the
making of a simple will.








Dunn, Baby Boy ( Phyllis t,
Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ellen M. Youngblood
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 7,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Deborah A.
Jarrett and Baby Girl, 119
Cara2m_Gleasomjenn., Mrs. 
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Kelly L. Stubblefield, 207 N.
Cherry, Murray, Steve D.
Walker, Rt. 2 Bx. 311 Dresden,
Tenn., David W. Hopkins, Bx.
98, Hardin, Barry L. Beadles,
Rt. 3, Mayfield, Garry T.
Turbeville, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tenn., Mrs. Norma M. Kar-
nes, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Charles D.
Harrison, CR Bx. 251, New
Concord, Patricia L. Evans,
406 S. 12th, Murray, Leslie R.
Page, Rt.
Tenn., Clarence H. Hulse, 202
N. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Lillian
Gilbert, 105 N. 17th, Murray.
David A. Murphy, Rt. 1 Bx.
154-A, Murray, Mrs. Grace P,,
Irvin, 717 Sycamore, Murray,
Roy E. Balentine, Rt. 3, Bx.
280, Murray, Frank 0. Pace,
501 Chestnut, Murray, Mozelle
Phillips, 602 S. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Martha E. Armstrong,
Rt. 1, Bx. 296, Murray,
William Cyrus Miller (ex-
pired), Bx. 144, Hazel.
Many psychologists say that
children will often prefer to
play with a toy or game that
allows them to experience
new sights and sensations-
without taking them away
from a safe environr.,ent and
familiar faces.
Martha Gay Crass Wed To
Mr. Robison In Ceremony
The wedding of Martha Gay
Crass, daughter of Mrs.
Maurice F. Crass, Jr., and the
late Mr. Crass, and Mark
Kevin Robison, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Robison of
Louisville, was solemnized on
Saturday, Dec. 16, at 6 p.m. at
the First Christian Church in
Murray.
The Rev. William M. Porter
performed the single ring
ceremony before the altar
decorated with white wicker
baskets filled with large green
ferns and topped with red
velvet bows. White and red
poinsettias were used at
Vantage points and were high-
lighted by the brass can-
delabra encircling the altar.
The family pews were marked
with cascades of holly held by
red velvet bows and memorial
candles in the sanctuary
windows were decorated with
Christmas greenery. The
unity candle setting was
centered with a brass can-
dleholder, given in memory of
the bride's late father, and
was entwined with ivy and
holly.
Mrs. Larrie Clark, organist,
and Mike Rose, vocalist and
guitarist, presented the
program of wedding music.
The traditional wedding
marches were used for the
processional and recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her brother,
Mrs. Mark Kevin Robison
copper satin, featured a
bateau neckline with long bell
sleeves and a wide-self-fabric
tie belt. The skirt was of wrap
design in a deeper shade of
sville; Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Polly and Lucinda, and Miss
Rosalind Crass, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Lester, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gary Lester Crass, was lovely copper. Her corsage was a Weeks, and Mrs. Shell White,
in a full length gown fashioned—single camilla in shades-of- Princeton; Dennis--
of white crystal organdy, 
copper. Tomeck, Bowling Green; Mr.
designed by Priscilla of The groom's mother wore a and Mrs. Howard Rogers,
Boston. The empire bodice of formal gown of asure blue knit Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. Bill
English net featured the feat uring___.hutterfLy _cape....._ Lester_Gracey and. Mrs-.
Queen Ann neckline em- sleeves and a softly gathered - Sam crass and Cathy,
bellished with satin Venice skirt. Her corsage was of whit LaGrange; Mr. and Mrs.
lace. A dainty scalloped ecamillas. 
David Cotthoff, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Lester and Rick Keene, Mr. and Mrs.shoborderwsieevesof lace adorannde  -tenhe. 
Mrs. Maurice Crass, Sr. Mike Martin, Bill Brown,
circled the hem-line of the a- 
grandmothers of the bride-,---Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
wore corsages of white car--7.line skirt. The softly gathered
nations. Miss Rosalind Crass,skirt fell gracefully from the
natural waisted back into a great aunt of the bride, was
seated with the grandmothers.full length chapel train.
The finger-tip veil f
The wedding registers wereo 
English net was accented with 
kept by Cathy and Susan
Crass, cousins of the bride,Venice lace and featured an
and Angelia Lester and Pamhalf-cloche of matching lace.
The bride wore diamond and
ruby earrings, a gift of the
groom, and a single strand of
pearls designed from her
mother's wedding necklace.
The bridal bouquet was of
tear-drop design featuring
gardenias, white tube roses,
baby's breath and
stephanotis. The bride carried
a small white Bible which was
carried by her mother on her
wedding day.
Mrs. Eddie Rollins was
matron of honor. The
bridesmaids were. Kim and
Cheri Robison, sisters of the
groom, and 1.eann Owen,
sorority sister of the bride.
They wore _grins of white
crepe de s
Joyner, sorority sisters. The
wedding was directed by Mrs.
Delura Hill and Krista Ken-
nedy. Each was presented a
corsage of Christmas holly.
Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt Smock
entertained with the reception
at their home on Riverwood
Road. Serving as cohosts were
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Littleton,
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Homra,
Mrs. Mary Jane Jackson,
Mrs. R.T. Hewitt, and Mrs.
Hal Houston.
Wedding cake, champagne
punch and a light buffet were
served to the guests with
sorority sisters of the bride,
Mrs. David Cotthoff, Misses
featuring deep lace trim and
iinuy
Chrisman and Joanne Toms,bright plaid taffeta skirts with
assisting in the serving.kelly green sashes.
Red, green and white satinShannon Christopher was
junior bridesmaid and her 
roses, filled with rice, were
fromdistributedgown was styled similar to 
 to the guests 
that of the bridesmaid. Anne 
white wicker baskets by
Kaylin Haverstock of MurrayLester Kemp, cousin of the
bride, was flower girl. She 
and Lucinda Polly and Nancy
wore a gown of white eyelet 
Kemp, cousins of the bride.
topped with a plaid taffeta 
The couple left for a brief
pinafore and carried a white 
wedding trip with the bride
wicker baskeVilled with white 
attired in a suit of camel wool
rose petals. 
and brown velvet with a
Each of the attendants wore 
matching felt hat.
a holly wreath in her hair and 
Mr. and Mrs. Robison are
carried a single red rose 
now residing in Louisville
accented with greenery and 
where Mr. Robison is
ribbon trim. 
associated with Coopers and
Rick Keene served as best 
Lyburn Accounting Firm and
man and groomsmen were 
Mrs. Robison is completing
Rick -McGee, Mark Doughty, 
her degree in Behavioral
The groom and groomsmen 
Disorders.Dave Lasater and Don Portell. Out of town guests were Dr.
were attired in black tuxedoes 
and Mrs. John Cottoff, Sr., Mr.
with black velvet trim and 
and Mrs. John Cotthoff, Jr.,
wore boutonnieres 
4. Mr. and Mrs. David (7ollinS,
stephanotis. The candles weroe 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Kemp,
Anne and Nancy, Hopkin-lighted by Mr. Lasater and
Mr. Portell.
The bride's mother chose 1):1 Voice Recital By
wear a full length gown Of
satin and crepe. The blouse, of Steve Gates Will
Michael T. Ridley DMD
announces relocation of
Oral Surgery Office To
The Medical Arts
Building
300 SA. 8th Street
First Floor, Sad. 109
F',,r tee practice of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgers
Ph. 759-4063




Steve Gates of Hopkinsville,
a music education major at
Murray State University, will
present his senior voice recital
on the campus Thursday, Jan.
25.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the baritone
voice by Handel, Schumann,
and Warlock.
Gates, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Henderson of
Hopkinsville, is a member of
Tau Kappa Epsilon social
fraternity and Murray State's
Chorus.
James Davis, Calvert City.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Robison entertained with the
rehearsal dinner at Pagliai's
Restaurant.
Covers were laid for




and Shannon, and Mrs, Ken
Harrell entertained with the
bridesmaid brunch at the
Christopher home on Olive
Blvd. Guests were served
champagne punch, assorted
cheeses and a brunch chicken
breast, fresh fruit compote,
and assorted homemade
breads.
Miss Crass presented her
attendants with needlepoint
pincushions, handmade by her
mother, and silver initial stick
pins.
Guests included the bridal
attendants, Mrs. Dan Kemp of
Robison, mother of the groom,
and Mrs. Maurice Crass,
mother of the bride.
Mrs. Mary Belle Overbey




DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our 50s and have
two unmarried sons, 25 and 30. They don't live at home.
Each 'miters to have his own apartment, but we are still pro-
viding them with money, food, clothes, etc.
The oldest is a college graduate and employed, but seems
to be in debt all the time.
The youngest had only one year of college, and goes from
job to job. He's always broke due to poor judgment and
minor scrapes with the law. Right now we have a lawyer try-
ing to get his driver's license back, so here we are, bailing
him out again.
We love these boys, but I am tired of having to constantly
rescue them from their mistakes. At our age, my husband
and I should be looking out for our own welfare, but our sons
are a constant drain on us financially as well as emotionally.
What do other parents do in such a situation, Abby? And
what do you suggest?
TIRED PARENTS
DEAR TIRED: At 25 and 30 it's time your "boys" were
seen. Perhaps they have never become responsible and self-
supporting because you have always rushed in to rescue
them when the going got rough.
Though motivated by "love," you have done them a
disservice. You will not always be around to bail them out.
Tell them that from now on they are on their own. They will
respect you for it, and it might make men of them yet. I hope
1141.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is in the third grade and
recently had a birthday party. She took the invitations to
school and passed them out to the classmates she wanted.
There were 29 kids in her class and she wanted only 23 of
them at her party.
After the party her teacher called me and told me that my
daughter should not have passed out her invitations at
school unless she invited all the kids in her class.
• Since when does a schoolteacher have the right to tell a
pupil whom to. invita_to_lier_btrthday part? I would like
your opinion in print.
OUTRAGED
DEAR OUTRAGED: Three cheers for the teacher! She is
obviously much more understanding than you. The pain
-tavittrbeeirteft- out will remain with those six-ntrinvits11---
children long after the fun has been forgotten by those who
attended.
DEAR ABBY: I know a couple who live within blocks of
his widowed 80-year-old mother.
They never visit her during the year-They-aill ber-ewthe  
phone maybe a couple of times a year._ . _ - .
On Mother's Day they send her a card with some money in
the envelope. On the card is written: "Buy yourself rsomething.'
, If you were that mother would you accept the money?
CLOSE RELATIVE
DEAR CLOSE: That would depend on how I felt about
the givers.
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send 81 and a long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
New Wok For Christmas?




















With our Sanitone care,
yOu can continue to be
proud of your selection
of fabric, fashion and
style. You'll like our
personal style, too!
Time ... after time ...
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' Movement meeting will be
held at the Calloway County
Court House at 7 pm. This is
open toall interested farmers.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30p.m.
Special exhibition and sale
of Original Oriental Art will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University. A
representative will be present
to answer any questions.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 23
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet with Bettye Baker at 7
p.m.
Ladies of the Immanuel
Lutheran Church will honor
Mrs. Robert (Marian)
Brockhoff with a going away
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 12 noon.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet for breakfast at 9:30
a.m. with meeting at 10:30
lo a.m. at Ken Bar Inn.
I,
Tuesday, January 23
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet.at 12 noon at the Triangle
Restaurant.
"Wild Strawberries," 1957
Swedish film classic directed
by Ingmar Bergman, will be
shown at 2:30 p.m. at the
Student Center Auditorium,
Meirray State University. The
film will also be shown at 7
p.m. and will include an in-
troduction and a panel
discussion at the film's con-
clusion. The public is invited
to the third program of the
International Film Festival




New York, will lecture at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Steve Evans, Owensboro,
will present c voice recital in
the Farrell fvf, ital Hall, Fine
'Arts Center, urray State
University, at 8$. p.m. This is
free and open to the public.
Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Part I Class will





Murray Flotilla, U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary, will open
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 105,
Carr Health Building, Murray
State University.
John L. Sellers will speakat
the Calloway County Public
Library at 3 p.m.
• 
- 
Dexter senior _Citizens will meet
Murray-- 'Aeons- willClub-. 
 at the Holiday Inn at 6:30
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter p.m. with District Governor
Center. Louis Partain making his
annual visit to the club.
Ellis Center open
from lft a.m. to-3-p.m. for
activities- by - the- Murray





Muhammad Ali will lecture at
8 p.m. in the Murray State
Murray TOPS (Take Off University Fieldhouse.
Pounds Sensibly ) Club is Admission is $2, students, and
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at $3 for all others. For in-
the Health Center, North 7th formation call 762-6951.
and Olive Streets.
Auditions for second annual
anniversary dinner of
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre March 1,
2, and 3 will be held at 7 p.m.








ns So. 126 - 753-1103S
Fs* NAAR; At Nor Dew
Ladies Day Luncheon at
Murray Country Club'
scheduled for today has been
cancelled.
Wednesday, January 24
Second session of auditions
for annual anniversary dinner
March 1, 2, and 3 of Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
is scheduled at Corvette Lanes
at 1:30p.m.
Thursday, January 25
Zeta Department of Murray
meet at the Thurman School of
Dance at 7:30 p.m.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear from you soon.
lifTeroelfrOok
Mary Hamilton 753-5570 Inge King 492-8348
CRAW NANAN CARTA.
.7Ø 6-410
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Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University:- at 7:30 p.m.
Persons are asked to bring
their Bibles.
Board of Directors of Need
Line will honor the Rev.
Robert Brockhoff at a potluck
dinner at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Math Streets, at 6 : 30 p.m.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory.
Knights of Columbus will
hold ladies night at 6:30 p.m.
in Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. A potluck
dinner and games are plan-
ned.
Voice recital by Steve
Gates, Hopkinsville, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. No charge
and the public is invited.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citietns. Included in
the activities will be the check
for blood pressure from 1 to 3
p.m.
District 13, Kentucky
Nurses Association, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with the program,
to be on "Crisis Intervention."
Magazine Club will meet at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
-F rad . -Ging les,. F auner
Avenue, with Mrs. William S.
Major to present the program.
PHYLLIS CANNEDY, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Burie Waldrop of Murray, is one of two students at the Alton
High School, Alton, Ill., who have been cited for outstanding
performance in writing by the National Council of Teachers
of English. She is a senior at the high school. Forty students
from the state of Illinois were cited. Miss Cannedy, daughter
of Harold and Sue Cannedy of Alton, Ill., and Bryan Miller,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Miller of Godfrey, Ill., were
named as finalists in the annual council writing contest.
More than 7,000 students nationwide submitted impromptu
essays for evaluation by state judging teams of high school
and college English teachers. Approximately 850 finalists







(Stella, £25 Wilson, _Pads-
Tenn., Wyrick, Baby Girl
Clara), Rt. 1 Bx. 122 Sedalia.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY
23,1r9
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Attendance at a party now
could lead to an invitation to
ravel. Welcome the chance to
expand your circle of friends.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201 ftkilt7'
Business opportunities are
highlighted, and you seem to




11-( May 21 to June 20) n 4 
You have every right to feel
optimistic about a close
pleasures should further that
closeness!
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) so
Knowing that others ap-
preciate you enables you to
really put your heart into your
work today. Superiors will
take notice, too!
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/2'ir
Capitalize on favorable
trends for promoting heart
interests and partnership
concerns. You seem to want to
give others your very best -
and should!
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 1TP
If you feel you have too
much to do, in general this is a
favorable time for hiring
household help. In any case,
tackle chores with gusto'
LIBRA 
ri( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
A good time for dropping in
on neighbors. You may find
that you have much in com-
mon with someone whom
heretofore you thought of as
just an acquaintance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Fortunate business
*developments now give you
much to be thankful for.
Shopping may lead to an
extra-special item for the
home.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )?I''
Others are receptive to your
ideas now. Avoid idle chatter
and communicate those
thoughts which are truly
important to you.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
Though others may not
notice, you'll lay the ground-
work now for important
financial developments that
will pay off later,
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An excellent time for cir-
culating among friends, at-
nd-
generally making a good
impression on others.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Someone may have put in a
good word for you. In any
case, a new career op-
portunity is practically yours
for the asking. Be attentive.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both progressive and prac-
tical. These qualities com-
bined enable you to bring a
fresh approach to such fields
as medicine, law, engineering,
and brokerage. More at home
in a mental occupation, you
can teach, write, and lecture
from a point of view that is
based on an intuitive un-
derstanding of human nature.
At times, though, you may
quit a job out of sheer
restlessness or an un-
willingness to apply yourself.
Attracted to humanitarian
movements and the stage, you
can also succeed here. Bir-
thdate of: Princess Caroline,
of Monaco; Jeanne Moreau,



















Mrs. Dolores E. Horwood,
Fp. 4 Bx. .151 Murray, Mrs.
Betty J. -Mitchell, Rt. I Rs.
220-B 'Alm-, James Thcimp:
son, Rt. 8 Bx. 162 Benton,
Matthew S. Hopkins, Rt. 8 Bx.
51 - Murray, Ronald L.
Loultharh-itt-4--Marrasyr-Mrs.
Pamela S. Shelton and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary P. Ludvfgson, Cr.
Bx. 34-K New Concord, Mrs.
 et. e3, J'Auitrir, fit. 3-eepttdl
Rd. Mayfield, Lpfn- D:
Burkeen, Rt. 3 - Bx. 366
Murray, Joseph Komar, Bx.
197 New Concord, Mrs. Bytha
B. Self, Rt. 5 Bx. 456 Murray,
Peter N. Self, Rt. 5 Bx. 456
Murray, Robert H. Williams,
Rt. 5 Murray,... Robert fk
Williams, Rt. 5 MurraY, David
O. ̀ Roberts, Rt. 4 Bx. 630
Murra
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Buford Downey of Murray
has been a patient at the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH SPEAKER
Dr. Ray Mofield, a professor
in the Communications
Department, Murray State
University, will be the speaker
for the Paducah Lions Club
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 23.
Work Of Kentucky Hands Is
Vital Part For The
By Helen Price Stacy
Snow falls or maybe a cold
rain, but throughout the
Commonwealth are special
people who use the season to
promote Kentucky's
tremendous tourism industry.
They might not always look on
their activities as tourist
attractions, but every corn-
shuck doll, handmade knife or
woodcarving is part of the
overall scene that later starts
pulling strangers from other
states to the Bluegrass state.
Noah Kinney spends spare
time from his farm work at
Salt Lick in Bath County
carving and putting together
miniature people, animals and
objects. Currently being
displayed at the Agriculture
Stabilization Conservation
Service office is Kinney's
homestead scene complete
with Abe Lincoln sitting in a
cane-bottom chair on the
porch of a one-room log cabin
with his ax and books to one
side. A split rail fence, a figure
holding the reins in a one-
horse shay, a man in a wagon
driving a team, a woman
milking, a man plowing and a
cane mill are part of the
miniature world created by
Kinney's hands.
In Livingston County, a man
in close touch with his creator,
himself creates beauty.
Brother Chris, whose full
name is Corpus Christy
Eugene Mohedano and who is
a descendant of Spanish
nobility, is pastor at Dyer Hill
-Baptist Church and he paints
beautiful pictures. When he
was six he was enrolled in the
Pittsburgh Institute of Art and
_today churac hi % talanta with
others.
At Dan Ridge in Menifee
County, cold weather does not
cooperate always with Lonnie
-Spencer as he cuts and chisels
-An sandstone, but travelers in
the area can see his two-foot
head of a Kentucky coal miner
'in his front yard. "People
drive by all the time and look
at them," commented
Spencer about the sculptures.
•A sandstone cowboy - "the
hardest one I've done" - is
displayed at the University of
Kentucky. Spencer starts
pounding on a rock to see what
shape it will take, then con-
District Nurses To
Meet At Triangle
District 13 of the Kentucky
Nurses Association will meet
Thursday, Jan. 25, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Triangle Restaurant.
-Crisis Intervention" will
be the theme of the program,
according to a spokesman for
the group who urges all
members and interested
persons to attend.
tinues from that point to
create the finished sculpture.
In Montgomery County,
Howard Otis "Shady" Wells, a
retired farmer, makes knives.
As any person familiar with
Kentucky's festivals, flea
markets and similar events
knows, handmade knives
attract a crowd wherever they
are. Wells makes his in seta of
four, using salvaged steel for
the blades and walnut wood
for handles. One man last year
bought 20 sets to give as gifts.
Mrs. Susan Taylor of Hager
Hill, Johnson County, teaches
fifth grade in Paintsville, and
during her other hours she
does not waste a minute. She
takes clay, throws it on a
potter's wheel, creates an
original pot or vase or piece of
oven ware. She sells her
pottery, "for it is functional,
high-fired stoneware that you
would use in your oven or
dishwasher."
In lake country or near any
of the state's many fishing
spots people are using cold
Tourism
weeks to "make bait to bait
tourists." Many anglers are as
adept at handcrafting fish
lures as they are at making
the catch. Handmade lures
are popular displays at
festivals and other type
markets.
In the Eastern hills there
are numerous craftspersons.
Some make dolls, some patch-
work items, some crochet,
knit, paint and weave. Some,
like Hubert Rogers of Carter
County, handcraft dulcimers.
All across this bountiful
state people are busy
preparing items for outdoor
festivals and fairs later in the
year or for winter exhibits
scheduled in schools,
galleries, senior citizen
centers and state parks.
They are handcrafting
beauties from coal, pine
cones, mussel shells, clay,
driftwood, stone, straw, cloth,
wood, steel- anything they can
get their hands on. And all of it
is a .vital part of a vital in-




Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lin-
ville, Route 3, Paris, Tenn.,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Lisa Ann, weighing eight
pounds six ounces, born on
Tuesday, Jan. 16, at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
, The mother is the former
Lydia Jackson. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Jackson of- Paris-,-Penn.,-and




Jason Scott it -the- name
chosen br Mr. —and Mrs.
Robert Dyer of Route 1,
Buchanan, Tenn., for their
baby boy, weighing eight
pounds 15 ounces, born on
Monday, Jan. 15, at the Henry
County General Hospital,





The Magazine Club will
meet Thursday, Jan. 25, at 2
p.m. at the hom.e nfleirs-Feed_..
Gingles, Farmer Avenue.
Conforming to the theme for
the year, Trends of the
Future, the program topic,
- -"Changing Attitudes-Year
2000" will be discussed by
Mrs. William S. Major.
Mrs. J. L Hosick will give
the devotional comments. All
members are urged to attend,
a club spokesman said.
a.
NOREEN'S DOLLS & CRAFTS
10% SALE
10% off all Calico fabrics
Just received brand new fine cotton
prints, wide selection to choose from.
PERFECT FOR SPRING AND
SUMMER SEWING
Sale Good Jan. 22-Jan. 27
NOREEN'S DOLLS & CRAFTS
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7534919
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Agree Or Not +Hi an turvka
Shell Game
In Frankfort
FRANKFORT — Now you seed. Now
you don't. Legislators, the governor
and U. Gov. Thelma Stovall were
playing the old shell game in Frankfort
last week in the controversy over funds,
available or not, to cut utility taxes and
reduce traffic fines.
Under one of the shells the Ap-
proiations and Revenue Committee and
other legislative investigations tell us
there is $77.75 million in surplus funds
to finance the cuts that Mrs. Stovall
-estimated at $73 million.
At the same time, the governor told
legislators there is a $97 million deficit
in the capital construction fund under
one of the shells.
Like visitors to the county fair, the
taxpayers are paying for this ex-
traordinary session of the General
Assembly, but what we got last week
Was paying our money for a chance at
the old shell game. There's a little
variation in this game though. The
county fair visitor is supposed to find
the little ball under one of three shells.
In the game here there are two shells
under which we can find something.
"There's just one empty. Not two. Let's
throw out the empty shell in the Frank-
fort game.
; Now, which do the taxpaying citizens
choose? The legislators' shell with
$77.75 million surplus or the governor's
where there is a $97 million deficit?
The governor's fiscal experts were
completely confused and befuddled by
some of the questions put to them by
Senate members in the hearings con-
ducted last week when the Senate acted
as a committee of the whole.
Compounding the bewilderment is
the fact that the capital construction
fund hasn't had an in-depth audit in 25
years. State Auditor, George Atkins
said after a preliminary audit that the
records in such confusion that it is hard
to find an exact answer. It will take a
—7-thorough - 'investigation by qualified'
auditors and time. But his interence in
testimony is that a lot of checker games
have been played with capital con-
struction funds. If one project fund
earkmarked isn't started in the
rdesignated period, the funds are left
; floating around to apply to some other
• project.
The governor and his advisors on this
choose the projects on which they want
to spend the money. The money isn't
3 lapsed back into the general fund at thes close of the biennieum. The State
f Building Commission approves con-
struction projects. It is composed of the
5
1 The Story Of
governor, the lieutenant governor,
finance commissioner, revenue
commissioner and attorney general.
Usually the governor controls this
commission.
Sometimes, and it has happened in
the past, the governor just calls the
finance commissioner or confers with
him and gets funds transferred.
Ergo, the state pays $845,000 for the
Merlin Jet for the governor. The gold
club at Paducah gets $250,000 for
remodeling its clubhouse and making
some changes on the golf course. •
Now, the governor says the golf
course deal was just a loan. But the
order to transfer the funds doesn't show
this. The order is filed in the Secretary
of State's office.
There's also a big contingency fund
that the governor has access to, and he
uses it at his discretion.
Before Wendell Ford was governor,
all capital construction projects were
listed as line items in the executive
budget. These were approved when the
legislators passed the budget.
But, if you remember, the early
seventies were rather chaotic, and
__Ford talk the legislators to putting all
the construction money in one big
barrel] and the Capital Building
Commission would make decisions on
what projects to approve.
Legislators for years have cried for
independence, but they gave up a lot on
this subject. They did the same for
Carroll. It's one big slush fund.
In a speech to the House last Wed-
nesday, Rep. Elmer Patrick, R-
Williamsburg, said the governor has
• doled out some $10 million or more to
little pet projects across the state that
amount to little more in most cases
than log rolling or building his political
machine.
Softball teams, baseball teams, high
school Music ..gro_ups, tht...I.3anana.
Fesfiiral, the Louisville Ballet and
similar groups got grants to travel or do
their thing.
State monies have also gone into
building civic auditoriums, a proposal
-10-now up to build a parking garage in
Louisville and other such civic aid
projects that are not exactly the
property of the state.
Section 177 of the state constitution
says. The Commonwealth shall not
become an owner or stockholder in, nor
make donations to any company,
association or corporation."
Make your own decisions regarding
these facts.
Callowaytwinty
1822-1976 By Dorothy aid Kerby Jennings
flopyright, 11,1
++
The first tavern license was granted to Reuben E. Rowland,
who gave bond of $100 that he would keep a public house accord-
ing to the strict order of the law. An order for a county jail was
adopted for the construction and superintending. William Jones,
Eli Cochran and Henry Darnell accepted the task that the jail be
made of hewn logs, 20X14 feet, 10 feet high with clapboard roof,
two doors and one window, to be completed by the July term of
court. The contract was let to Dennis Derrington and completed
on schedule for $117.
e: At the April term of court, a ferry was established at Davis
" Ford on the east fork of Clark's River. In July term Andrew Car-
son, Jesse Sampson and Grayson Cloud were granted licenses to
establish ferries at points on the Tennessee River.
The county tax levy for 1823 amounted to $591.13 at the rate
• of $1 per title of land. The levy for the following year was re-
duced to 50 cents per tithable for an income of $345.• 
In 1824 the justices of the peace were George Tucker, Wil-
liam Jones, Edward Curd, Nicholas Copeland, Stephen Howard,
A. N. Davis, William Rowlett, John Hodge, Phillip Henson and
James Watson. The justices of peace for 1830 were John W. Linsay,
▪ " William Craddock, James B. Husbands, Samuel Watson, John
McCain, William Jones, Jesse Milliken, John Hodges, R. E. Rowland,
John Irvin and W. Mallory. For 1840, J. P. McElrath, Enos
Faughn, N. P. litterback, S. S. Wray, M. Burnett, Richard Nichols,
Joseph Staton, Jesse Gilbert, Samuel Yandell, Wiilliam Craddock
and Edward Curd.
Now that the county government has been organized and
• functioning, it is time to make a survey of the first meeting of the
.• circuit court where greater offenses against the dignity of the state
and disputes involving larger degrees of value arc resolved. Judge
Benjamin Shackelford presided with associate judges John Bearden
• and Reuben E. Rowland assisting. Two applicants for the office
of circuit court clerk appeared before the bench, both approved
by the Court of Appeals in Frankfort as qualified for the office.
They were William Curd and James Callaway. A ballot was taken
, by the three judges with Callaway winning the appointment and
Curd being appointed deputy clerk. Callaway resigned the post
• during the year and Curd ascended to the office.
Interesting to note, no point of fact has been established that
James Callaway was in any way related to the illustrious pioneer
for which the county was named. Also it should be not7d that in-
advertently the spelling of the colonel's name for whic14, ,e county
was named was changed from Callaway to Calloway. The error
is presumed to have occurred by clerks of the state legislature when
the county was officially named.
First lawyers. to be admitted to the bar to practice in Callo-
way County were Benjamin Patton and James Breathitt, both of






By William P. Cheshire
(Editor's note: William P. Cheshire
is associate editor of the Charleston, W.
Va., Daily Mail. A native North
Carolinian, he has written for
newspapers throughout the Southeast.
and served as chairman of the North
Carolina Editorial Writers Con-
ference.)
Eugene McCarthy once„ remarked.
with charaeteristic wryness: that the
press was"...a little like the blackbirds
in the fall. One flies off the telephone
line, and the others fly away; and the
other .sine...cmoss,lask and—sits-clsw,a,
and they all circle and they come down
and sit....in a row again."
Mr. McCarty provides an all-too-
accurate approximation of the media's
ordinary, unexceptional performance,
or so it seems to me after some 20 years
The business. Indeed, this urge to
flock is among the more conspicuous
features of the frequently wayward
press.
Well, although Mr. McCarthy may
perceive the press as a flock of black-
birds cheep-cheeping on the telephone
line, I want to assure you that, on its
own evaluation, the press occupies a
considerably more exalted status. Let
me introduce, by way of example, Mr.
Myron Farber, New York Times
reporter.
On his way to jail after refusing to
surrender his- notes to a New Jersey
trial Judge. Mr. Farber explained the
underlying meaning of his defiance.
"What I am trying to do," he said, "is
uphold the Constitution of the United
IFS mom .atvir •••••
Considering the formidable power of
the press, it is scarcely surprising that
the press swaggers and struts on oc-
casion. But the important consideration
is -how well the pres,s performs. Here
the news is not altogether good — for
reason S that appear to me to be related
intimately to the press's good opinion of
,;self.
As it has watched its powers swell, an
important segment of the press has
EARTliN  ( _,,,,,..,
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street. West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTUNE: My husband and I are
on Railroad Retirement benefits. We
dictnot receive our January 1st checks.
We contacted the Railroad Board of-
fice, filled out some forms, and were
told it would take 6 to 8 weeks to receive
this money. We can't wait this long. Is
there any way that you can speed thit
up for us? — J.R.Y.
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Social Security benefit checks are
either lost, stolen or not received by the
annuitant, in most cases it does take 6
to 8 weeks to receive replacement
checks. When you notified the Railroad
Board of the problem, they had to
contact the U.S. Treasury Department
to place a "stop payment" on your
checks. If you receive the original
checks before you receive the "stop
payment" notice from the Treasury,
then you can cash them immediately. If
you receive the original checks after
you receive notice of the stop payment,
you will have to follow instructions
given on the stop-payment notice.
Otherwise, you must wait until you
,receive the replacement checks.
• -To avoid this type of problem, we
suggest that you participate in the
direct deposit program at your bank.
All persons on Railroad Retirement and
Social Security can have benefits
deposited directly to their savings or
checking accounts. If you wish to
participate, just take your next checks
to your bank and ask for assistance in
filling out the proper forms. This will
safeguard your checks from being lost
or stolen, and save you a trip to the
bank for depositing or cashing your
checks yourself.
HEARTLINE: My father, who is 91
years old, has Medicare and was
recently hospitalized. After his
surgery, he was moved to a nursing
home to recuperate before coming
home. After he had been there only six
days we were informed that the
utilization review board had decided
that he no longer needed this type of
care and that Medicare would not cover
him for any more days. We thought this
was a very dirty thing to do. I have
never heard of such a thing happening
to other people and am very upset about
it. Is there anything we can do about
what we consider to be very unfair
treatment? — E.Y.
Each hospital and skilled nursing
facility has a utilization review com-
mittee. The purpose of this committee
is to help assure the most effective use
of the hospital or skilled nursing facility
services. The committee, which in-
cludes at least two physicians, reviews
admissions on a sample basis and
reviews all long stay cases. If a
utilization review committee finds in a
specific case being reviewed that care
in a hospital or skilled nursing facility
is not medically necessary, then law
requires the Medicare payments be
stopOed. What has happened in your
father's case happens to many senior
...citizens, and most are shocked and
Illautraged because they never knew that
this could happen to them.
learned to look down its nose at those
ink-stained wretches of another time
who prided themselves on a fusty
allegiance to accuracy and fairness,
men who would have seen today's
"advocacy journalism" as nothing
more than slanted reporting. Sen.
Patrick Moynihan has described the
Washington press corps as "one of the
most enduring social elites of the city,
with all the accountrements one
associates with a leisured class."
Puffed up with a sense of mission, the
media often have come to look upon
themsetv_es...,_as -MAU- . mere
reporters. Prominent media figures,
many of them, have come to regard
themselves as a kind of clerisy — with a
deliberate point of viey.
They do not applogize for bias. They
are proud of it. "Of all the myths of
journalism, objectivity is the greatest,"
declares the Rev. Bill Moyers,
sometime television pontiff, and once
the press aide to President Johnson.
I don't mean to suggest that any sort
of conspiracy exists among the press.
What I do suggest is that the power of
the press has reached unprecedented
dimensions, and that the arrogance of
the press has kept pace.
This is evident when newspapers like
the Washington Post refuse to make
room in their letters sections for
legitimate dissent.
It is evident when ABC refuses to
accommodate, through paid ad-
vertising or simply fair reporting,
Mobil Oil's objections to the network's
highly flavored characterization of the
natural gas controversy — requiring
the oil company to purchase ad-
vertising in the Wall Street Journal.
• It is evident when a reporter for
America's "premier newspaper"
wraps himself in the ConstitAn and
hides his notes, all the while secretly
negotiating with a movie company —
news of which lucrative commerce his
newspaper elects to keep from the
public.
When you come down to it, whatever
gave .the' media the notion that they
ought to be immune to subpoenas and
other forms of legal process, long
honored — and for good reason —
throughout the English-speaking world
? Power gave it to them — Power,
pride, and arrogance.
In my mind's eye, I see the members
of my craft, press cards stuck in their
pork-pie hats, clutching copies of the
First Amendment in their fists and
bellowing "Honey, give me rewrite." I
don't mind saying it gives me an uneasy
feeling in the stomach.
This is an exerpt of a longer essay by





Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston presided at the meeting held
at the Calloway County Court House to
discuss the redistricting of Calloway
County into new magisterial districts.
Deaths reported include Carey
Thomas Vinson, Sr., 70.
Ernie Williams, Deborah Mabry,
Darlene Stuart, Leslie Humphreys,
Donna Jones, Jayda Stuart, and Mike
Ward, all of Murray High School, won
honors at the Robert H. Woodland
Invitational Tournament at Clarksville,
Tenn.
Tommy Keller is pictured with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller, after
he was presented his Eagle Scout
award at the Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 77, First Christian
Church.
Births reported include a girl, Mitzi
Gay, to Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Boggess,
on Jan. 16, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bourke Mantle, Jr., on Jan. 16.
Chuck roast is advertised at 45 cents
per pound in the ad for Jim Adams IGA
this week.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Livestock Company was
sold this week to Ray Whiford of Dover,
Tenn., and Bill Morgan of Farmington,
according to an announcement made
today by the former owner, Audrey
Simmons, Sr.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Robert
Lee Kelly, 36, and Joe Edward Rowlett,
79.
The Rev. Dr. Van Bogard Dunn,
pastor of the Forrest Heights Methodist
Church, Jackson, Tenn., will speak
Sunday at the Murray First Methodist
Church.
In high school basketball games
Murray Douglas beat Dunbar, Fulton
City beat Murray High, Kirksey beat
South Marshall, Hazel beat Lynn
Grove, Almo beat Fulgham, and
-Miss-ray -Training— beat---f\uniiiigtull.
High team scorers were D. Jackson
with 43 for Douglass, Dumas with 18 for
Dunbar, Pigue with 30 for Fulton, Rose
with 12 for M.urray High, Key with 35
for Kirksey, Mathis with 18 for South
Marshall, Waters with 30 for Hazel,
Tarry with 18 for Lynn Grove,
Furgerson with 18 for Almo, L Stewart
with 22 for Fulgham, Vaughn with 26 for
Murray Training, and Tibbs with 31 for
Farmington.
Coffee is advertised at $1.63 for a
three pckind bag in the ad for Kroger
this week.
Letter To The Editor
30 Years Ago
An average of $30.36 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market, according to Cecil
Thurmond, publicity director for the
local market.
Deaths reported include Lucian
Cartwright Wall.
Murrayans attending the
inauguration of Harry S. Truman as the
32nd president of the United States in
Washington, D. C., on Jan. 20 were
Senator and Mrs. George E. Overbey
and Miss Marilyn Mason.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles was
speaker at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at _ the Murray
Woman's Club House. He was in-
troduced by Jess Sexton.
Miss Charlotte Owen, daughter of Mr..
and Mrs.- L E. Owen of Murray, was
married to William Barker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Barker of Bowden. Ga.,
on Jan. 15.
Bible Thought
And the elders of Gilead said unto
Jephthah, the Lord be witness between
us, if we do not according to thy words.
— Judges 11:10.
Only in extreme cases should be use
the Lord's name to bind a bargain.




I would like to thank The Murray
Ledger & Times for the pictorial
coverage given us concerning the
second gra& swim program.
The individuals who deserve the most
credit for making this a success were
not us administrators, but the
University students who taught the
children. These students were
recreation, physical education, and
social work majors. I am sure the
second graders will long remember:
Clegg Atherton, Debbie Blttle, Mike
Calicchio, Pat Callhan, Kim Coates,
Bob Conlin, Marshal Crawley,- Tondo
Deal, Tony Kays, Charlene La Mar,
Janet Lester, Frank Madison and
Sherri Tramel.
We all want to thank the parents who
allowed their children to take part in
this successful program.
Approximately 125 children par-
ticipated. We can say that every child
made some progress in the area of
aquatics. It is hoped that the parents
will continue to encourage their







Los Angeles, Calif. — After foiling the
robber, bank employes broke into
tears. So did the customers.
Employes thought they had out-
smarted the robber when they put a
tear gas canister and dye, timed to
explode in a few minutes, into the
money bag they gave him.
But the robber must have been
suspicious because he dropped the
package outside the Crocker National
Bank Branch in suburban Sherman
Oaks. Someone picked up the package
and carried it back into the bank, where
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Steelers Capture Super Bowl XIII 35-31




By BRUCE LOW In
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) - The noise
Toni Henderson ultimately
heard was not his own. It was
the turbulence churned up by
Terry Bradshaw's passes.
Hollywood Henderson had
played his big scene too early
in the drama. But Bradshaw
saved his best for last - for
the final curtain in a decade of
Super Bowls. And, when the
last cheers faded, the Pitt-
sburgh Steelers were
proclaimed unquestioned
champions, 35-31, over the
Dallas Cowboys.
No one had ever thrown
more than two touchdowns in
one of these National Football
League extravaganzas.
Bradshaw threw four of
them.
No one had ever thrown for
more than 250 yards in one of
these games.
Bradshaw threw for 253 in
the first half alone and wound
up completing 17 of 30 passes
for 318 yards, more than he'd
ever thrown for in any pro
game.
And no one - not legendary
Vince Lombardi's Grenn Bay
Packers, not Don Shula's
once-perfect Miami Dolphins,
not Tom Landry's defending
champion Cowboys, not even
Chuck Noll's Steelers had
won this Hope Diamond of pro
football more than twice.
Henderson, the loudmouth
Cowboy linebacker, was
distraught - but unbowed -
by the defeat. As you can see,
I'm a little sad," he said,
letting tears flow freely. But
he vowed that his brashness
would continue to flow just as
freely."
And Noll, when asked in the
postgame bedlam about
Henderson's pregame
bragging literally leared as he
replied, "Thomas who?"
In a Super Bowl XIII that
turned out to be Super
Rematch I, Bradshaw and the
Steelers re-enacted their
drama of three years ago,
once again using the Cowboys
as foils. Once again they
grabbed the seemingly in-
surmountable lead - and once
again they held their collec-
tive breaths before hanging on
for the narrow four-point
victory.
And once again, Lynn
Swann, the Nureyev of wide
receivers, was on the
receiving end of Bradshaw's
game-winning touchdown
pass. Last time, it had been a
64-yard bomb and a 21-17
victory. This time it was an 18-
yard coffin nail for the final
points.
That made it 35-17 with less
then seven minutes to play.
Roger Staubach, who also
completed 17 of 30 passes but
unlike Bradshaw did most of
his throwing in the second
half, found Billy Joe DuPree
on a 7-yard scoring kass with
2:23 to play. Then he con-
nected with Butch Johnson on
a 4-yarder two minutes later
after Dallas had pulled off a
successful onside kick.
The only way the Cowboys
could win, of course, was to
get the ball back once more on
an on-side kick and pray for a
miracle. It didn't happen.
Rocky Bleier's jumping
catch of Bradshaw's third
scoring pass of the day, a 7-
yard looper 26 seconds from
halftime, had put Pittsburgh
in front for good. The task of
keeping the Steelers there also
fell to Bleier, who pounced on
Dallas kicker Rafael Septien's
soft roller with 22 seconds to
play. Bradshaw then fell on
the ball twice more to run out
the clock.
The first big play that was
costly to Dallas came only
moments before Septien's 27-
yard field goal, the only points
scored in the third period, and
shaved Pittsburgh's lead to 21-
17.
Jackie Smith had spent 15
years in a St. Louis uniform,
waiting in vain for a trip to an
NFL championship game, and
he finally made it with Dallas
following a brief retirement.
And there he was, all alone in
the end zone, poised to make a
game-tying catch.
Staubach was shielded from
Pittsburgh's thundering line,
linebackers and defensive
backs. They said they were
expecting a run on the third-
( See SUPER BOWL, Page 7)
'Topper. Stopper
Murray Breaks Seven-Game Loss
Streak Behind 'Backcourt Kids'
- BYTONYWILSON -
Sports Editor
What began as cheers in the
student. section soon
developed into a steady roar
that enveloped the - entire
arena. ,Murray State was
playing basketball, really
PLAYING basketball, in front
of its home crowd - one of




Western Kentucky 17-16 with
six minutes left in the first
half. Keith Oglesby hit a 17-
footer, then a 15-footer.
Kenney Hammonds followed
with a layup, and suddenly the
Racers, the 2-13 Racers, were
outplaying and ahead of the
Hilltoppers 26-21.
Oh, there were other, and
perhaps even more important,
parts to Murray's 67-65 victory
WUsteri1-1n ttIi&ShIrtr
Arena Saturday night. But
that rapid three-basket flurry
set the crowd on fire for the
rest of the night.
For those iisterestid in
details, though, here's an
attempt to recap them:
John Randall iced the
game by sinking two free
throws with nine seconds left
to snap Murray's seven-game
losing streak ,and give*tht
Racers their first Ohio Valley
Conference win against two
losses.
Murray hit a school-
record 69.2 percent of its
shots, including an astounding
79 percent in the second half.
The win was the first over
Western since 1977, and the
first home victory since 1972.
Western had won nine of the
past 10 meetings.
--Both Oglesby and
Hammonds were 8-of-11 from
.14 lilt'11114.0.
Barry Snow drives the baseline against Wastiint's Mike MIK, Is Se first half of the !lacer-
Hilhopper clash Saturday night Snow stored eight points to help Murray emerge the winner 67-
65.
the fiefil to---pat'e --Murra-y-
scoring with 18 and 17 points,
respectively.
For scoring in spurts,
Oglesby, a 6-5 junior, as
unbeatable. Besides his two
quick baskets in the first half,
he took. Murray from a one-
point, 49-48 lead with suc-
cessive three-point plays on an
electrifying dunk and free
throw and a twisting layup
and free throw to push it
ahead by seven.
Even freshman Tom
Adams, who hit all five of his
field-goal attempts, felt that
Oglesby's last spurt was the
biggest series of the game.
"That was definitely the
part of the game that carried
us," said Adams, a bubbling 6-
3 native of Nashville. "That
seemed to shock them."
Shocked, possibly, was
Western, but certainly not out.
The Hilltoppers answered the
Racer burst by scoring eight
Moo by Tony Wtisnn
-straight pointSTOTa 48l-47 lead.
Time out, Murray State.
"Just when we seemed to
have them down, they came
sight back," said Racer coach
Ron Greene. But the plot
unwinded a bit differently
than it had in most of the past
15 Murray State games.
Instead of crumbling under
the pressure, the Racers
thrived in it. Gordon Melton
hit a free throw to tie the game
for the fifth time, and after
Western threw away the ball
in the backcourt, Murray went
into a patient offense.
It was nothing new. The
Racers had used it several
times in close contests in the
past, but the end result had
usually been the same:
"We're passing up the layups
when we have them, and we're
not taking the good shots,'
would be Greene's post-game
comments.
But not this time. A perfect
pass provided Barry Snow an
easy layup before Western's
Greg Jackson tied the score
again with the layup.
That paved the way for the
next two Murray baskets by
the "backcourt kids," as
Greene labeled them after the
game - Adams and another
freshman, the 6-5.Harnmonds.
Adams drove the lane and
put up a soft jumper: 60-58
Murray. The Racers regained
possession, and this time it
was Hammonds on a beautiful
drive and twisting layup -62-
58 Murray.
And after John Randall hit a
free throw and Murray
regained possession with a
five-point lead and only 2:08
left, it was four-corner time.
Western did manage to cut
the margin to two points once
more, largely due to Murray:s
missing three of seven free
throws down the stretch, But
Randall's tosses sealed the
game and finally enabled the
crowd to give the Racers a
long, loud standing ovation.
Greene, however, was
reluctant to call the triumph a
turning point in the season. It
would be easy to say it is," he
said after the game. "But I
don't want to call it that. It's a
victory, all right, and I guess a
'must' one if we are going to
have a chance for the tour-
nament."
Western coach Gene Keady,
like Greene in his first season
as head coach of an OVC
team, outlined problems
similar to those of Murray.
-We're young, and we just
weren't ready to play. We
haven't learned how to win
yet."
The Racers' 1-2 OVC mark
ties them with Western for
sixth place in the league
standings. Eastern Kentuck
is 4-0 after shelling Tennessee
Tech Saturday, followed t)
Morehead ( 2-1 j and Middle
Tennessee, Austin Peay and
Tech, all with 2-2 marks.
Murray, 343 overall, faces
Middle. in Murfreesborir
tonight in p 7 :34313.m. game.
Kimsey Hammonds (right) and John Randall ripple with Wester' Kentucky's Kevie Deidy for rebated during Murray Stet.'.
67-65 victory Saturday night. Hammonds scored)? pelts, whaa antail iiipd sem did PAWN! she Mood&
fn by Tony Vilbw"
'Cats_To Try Talireaklosing
Streak A ainst Georgia Tonight
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API -
Kentucky, off to the poorest
Southeastern Conference start





setback to arch-rival Ten-
nessee probably erased any
hopes Coach Joe Hall had of
being a factor in the SEC race
and left him wondering what
happened to the fiery spirit the
Vols normally encounter in
Lexington.
"I don't think we played as
good as we can play or as good
as we have played," Hall said.
"It was not as good as the
game we had on the road at
Mississippi State.
For some reason, we were
not emotional about the game




DeVoe took the victory in
stride and downplayed
Kentucky's reputation as a
fearsome homecourt op-
ponent.
"I've been here before with
other teams as an assistant
coach and we've beaten the
Cats," DeVoe said, following
the loss that dropped Ken-
tucky below the .500 mark at 6-
7. "I've been with Ohio State
here in the 11968 Mideast
Regional) Tournament and I
don't think the Cats are in-
vincible.
"I think they're an out-
standing basketball team.
They're young this year and
this is like any place. else in
our conference. You have to
be ready to play and our kids
were ready to play."
"Tennessee really came to
play," Hall said in agreement.
"They played a very
aggressive game. They
outhustled us on the boards.
They worked the ball inside
exceptionally well and did a
real good job posting up and
getting it inside.
"We. tipected that. We
' knew that would be a tough
thing we would have to deal
',with. We got down early
(trailing 18-10 with 12 minutes
to go in the first haitI and
really gave Tennessee the
confidence."
Tennessee held a whopping
32-21 rebounding edge, denied
the Wildcats a second shot
through much of the second
half and pulled away when
Kentucky slipped back into its
pattern of cold shooting.
"I'm a great believer that
the bounce of the ball is vital
in rebounding and the bounce
tonight was all in our favor,"
said DeVae.
The victory raised Ten-
nessee to 10-7 overall and put
the Vols back into the
Southeastern Conference race
at 4-2 before their game
tonight at Vanderbilt.
"We had lost seven games,
but never two in a row," said
,fleVaa, whose team avoided
what has been a penchant for
killing turnovers.
Ff,eggie Johnson led all
Aleksinas Out?
tiouNGTort. K.y. )AF) - KeadaaokY's struggliag,
basketball team, already suffering under Its worst con-1
ference start since 1967, has been dealt a further blow with,
the apparent defection of starting center Chuck Aleksinas.
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall said that he hasn't heard from
the 6-foot-11 sophomore frvin Morris, Conn., since
Saturday's 66-55 loss to Tennessee, Kentucky's fifth loss in
six Southeastern Conference games this year.
"I don't have any statement to make because I haven't
talked to him," Hall said kite Sunday. "He just missed
practice today, and I heard rumors he'd left the aped."
Junior forward-guard Tim Stephens quit the team
earlier this month and has since enrolled at clanberkind,
Ky., College.
A season-long starter, Aleksinas is Kentucky's No. 2
scorer and rebeunder this year with averages of 11.5
points and 6.1 rebounds a game.
scorers with 20 points for the
Vols, who shot 57 percent as a
team. Terry Crosby scored 14,
Gary Carter added 13 and
Kevin Nash finished with 10,
all in the second half.
LaVon Williams scored 19
points for Kentucky, which
shot 50 percent in the first
half, but just 37 percent in the
second and 43 percent for the
game. Kyle Macy scored 18
points, but sank just seven of
17 field goal attempts.
Oldham Ponders OVC Future
The cast was different, but
the stage was the same:
Murray versus Western in the
120th meeting of one of the
Ohio Valley Conference's
hottest rivalries.
No, it wasn't Cal Luther on
the Racer bench. It was Ron
Greene, who played under
Luther from 1959-63. And
instead of John Oldham, who
coached Western for seven
seasons, on the Hilltopper
bench, it ,,was another first-
year coach, Gene Keady.
But Oldham, now the
Western athletic director, still
has coaching in his veins.
Even while discussing the
future of the OVC in the press
box as he watched the final
few seconds of Murray's 67-65
victory Saturday night, he
couldn't totally • remove
What's Up
Today
Murray State men 13-131, women (S-7) vs Middle Ten-
nessee; Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Murray High girls (5-3) (varsity, junior varsity) vs Tilgh-
man, home. ( makeup of Jan. 8 game
Tuesday
Murray High boys 17-21 vs Marshall County, home. \
Calloway County boys 13-Ill at Heath
Thursday
Calloway County girls (11-1) vs Marshall County, Jeffrey
Gymnasium. —
Murray High ghis at Fulton City.
Tony Wilson
Sports Editor
himself from the *play going
on.
His answers to questions
were peppered throughout by
comments, coaches' com-
ments, about the game. "I
think the OVC is on the up-
swing again...I hope we get a
timeout if he (John Randall
misses the free throw.. and its
mainly due to freshman and
sophomores that have real
talent," he told a reporter.
Randall made one of the
free throws. "You know, if we
can get the ball back, we still
have a good shot," said
Oldham. transfixed by the
asii_on on the court.
But then he became aware
of the reporter again. "The
Murray-Westery rivalry' It's
a good one, but I never really
looked upon it as our biggest
one," Oldham said. "Nothing
has even happened over the
years, though, to change the
games from being anything
but good; healthy ones." -
Even though the Sports
Arena was nearly filled,
Oldham admitted the crowd
wasn't like in the "old" days,
the '50s and '60s. "That's What
we're hoping to get back to,
filled arenas.. great crowds
again," said Oldham. But then
his attention was again
riveted to the court.
Randall took a length-of-the-
floor pass near his own basket
and was fouled with nine
seconds left and Murray
ahead by a basket. "You
sse ," Oldham said. "If he
had walked with that pass, we
would have had a chance to tie
and maybe win."
Oldham has had plenty of
experience in winning. From
1964-71, he compiled a 146-41
record as head coach at
Western, an outstanding .781
winning percentage. And his
1971 team, led by 7-1 center
Jim McDaniels, went 24-6 and
advanced to the final four in
the NCAA tournament before
falling to V illanova 92-89 in the
semifinals.
Since then, though, OVC
teams' appearances in' the
NCAA tourney have been less
than impressive. In the seven-
year span since that final-four
Hilltopper team, the com-
posite record of league learns
in Nt'AA competition is 2-5.
That mark, among other
things, was what prompted
the NCAA to remove the
OVC's automatic bid to the
post7season tournament last
y,ear( Only after a contingent
cloniposed of OVC Corn-
Bob Vanatta -and
several conference coaches
and athletic directors per-
suaded the Executive Council
to adopt a 10-teatil draw,
(See OLDHAM, Page 7
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John Randall chases a loose ball during the Murray State-Western Kentucky Ohio Valley Con-
ference battle Saturday night. Randall hit two free throws late in the genie to ice the Racers' fir-
st victory over the Hilltoppers since 1977.
and third quarters, as Lone
Oak outscored the Lakers by a
combined margin of 48-35 in
the two periods and dealt them
Mounts Earns 23 Points, 15 Rebounds
Racer Womeo Topple Western
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor .
When it was all over, after
the Murray State wonien had
defeated Western Kentucky
75-68 Saturday night in the
Sports Arena, Racer coach
Jean Smith wasn't par-
ticularly talkative of in-
dividual performances.
Even though Jackie Mounts
had scored 23 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds, both
game highs, and Laura Lynn
had added 20 points, Smith
pointed to another aspect --
team play.
"Jackie and Laura both had
great games," said Smith.
"but we played good team
basketball, very unselfish."
The victor), which pushed
the Racers record to 7-6 and
dropped Western's to 5-7,
didn't come elsily for Murray,
though it jumped to a big 30-10
lead and owned a 43-27 half-
time advantage.
Western rallied to pull
within four points twice in the
second half, the last time at 61-
57 with five minutes left.
But Lynn hit a free throw.
Mounts punched in an eight-
footer and two free throws and
Cindy Barrix tossed in a
looping set shot to give the
Racers a 68-59 edge. Western
was never any closer than
eight thereafter.
• 'We did the same thing
against Eastern Kentucky ( let
the opponent rally)," said
Smith. "Sometimes I think we
would be better off if wedidn't
have a halftime. That seems
to take our momentum away.
-But when we really needed
a basket to keep Western from
getting too close, we got it,"
she said. "That's what I really
like to see."
For Hilltopper coach Eileen
Canty, though, the game was
an old story. "We're still
lacking in fundamentals,"
said Canty, who took over the
reins at Western shortly
before the season started.
'We are outrebounded 149-38
this time) in almost every
game, and they, like Murray
did tonight, keep getting
layups off offensive reboun-
Though Canty had little time
to adjust to the duties as head
coach after Julia Y eater left to
coach in the newly-formed
Women's Basketball League,
she doesn't think the
Hilltoppers' dismal won-lost
mark reflects it.
"Coach Yeater had already
instilled just about everything
in the players," she said. "I
just had to help them polish
those fundamentals up. Our
rebounding has been a
weakness for three or four
The Racers hit 54 percent of
their shots in the first half in
jumping to their big lead, but
slumped to 34 percent in the
second half and 45 percent for
the game. Western was 31-of-
72 for 43 percent.
Beth Blanton, a 5-7 senior,
paced the Hilltoppers with 23
points, followed by Donna
Doellman with 16 and Alurie
Heltsley with 14. Doellman
also grabbed 11 rebounds.
"We're -looking better,
though," said Canty. nj think
that when the state ,tour-
'lament rolls around," —
being held at Western —
"we'll be in the thick of
things."
Western dropped to 1-2 in
the OVC, but more im-
portantly, to 0-4 in the Ken-
tucky Women's Inter-
collegiate Conference, under
which the state tournament is
held. The OVC currently has
no post-season women's
tourney.
Murray, 2-2 in the OVC and
3-4 in the KWIC, travels to
Murfreesboro tonight to face
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A Broken Record
Two-Quarter Lapse Helps Lone Oak Dump Calloway
PADUCAH — "Iknow it
sounds like a brokerilecord,".
said Calloway County coach
Clayton Hargrove. "But its
the same old story. We're.
playing our hearts out, but its
the one or two slack moments
that are killing us."
their sixth-straight loss, an 87-
75 decision that dropped
Calloway's season mark to 3-
11.
- - Ricky Garland paced the
lAikers with 27 points, 23 of
them in the second half. David
Cohoon, a 6-1 sophomore,
added 21 and Scott Barrow
Saturday, it was the-second- ---chiPPed 4).12,— • - - —
The Purple Flash' big guns
were Bruce Greer and Stan
Shuemaker. .The pair com-
bined for 58 points as Lone
•
Eastern Holds Number One Spot
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky rernained
undefeated in Ohio Valley
Conference play to keep its
No. 1 spot in the basketball
battle after dumping Ten-
nessee Tech 112-84.
Led by Kenny Elliott with 27
.:points, Eastern Kentucky
; defeated Tech at Richmond,
:Ky., Saturday night.
Eastern Kentucky trailed 4-
2, but a layup by Vic Merchant
put the home team ahead to
stay. Eastern Kentucky led 56-
36 at the half and stretched the
lead to as much as 30 points at
110-80 with 2:05 remaining.
Tennessee Tech was led by
Brien Troupe and Paul
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabscribors ale Was not
received Nisi beams-deivered
copy of Tb. Murray Leave &
Saes ity 531 p.a. Meal*.
Friday or by 3:311 p.a. as
Saturdays aro urged to call
753-11116 between 5:30 p.a.
sisd 6 p.a., Meaday•Friday, it
3:30 p.m. sail 4 p.m. Seer-
days, to taste dorsvory of
rwrasosper. Calls mint be
*cal by 6 p.m. magas or
4 p.m. Sehadayi to rawer
delivery.
Chadwell, both with 18 points.
Pete Abuls added 17 for the
losers. Eastern Kentucky shot
58.4 percent from the field to
Tennessee Tech's 51.8.
The game put EKSU at 10-4
in overall play while Tech fell
to 6-9 overall and 2-2 in OVC
action.
At Murray, Keith Ogle4by
and Kenney Hammonds
combined for 35 points to key
Murray State's 67-65 over
Western Kentucky.
Oglesby had 18 points and
Hammonds added 17 for the
Racers, 3-13 and 1-2 in the
conference. Tom Adams
chipped in 11 points.
Western Kentucky's Kurtis
Townsend led all scorers with
24 points. The Hilltoppers, who
fell to 8-6 overall and 1-2 in the
OVC, also got double-tgure
scoring from Greg Jackson
with 13.
Middle Tennessee's Greg
Joyner poured in 20 points and
grabbed nine rebounds to pace
his team to a 64-58 victory over
Austin Peay at Clarksville.
Austin Peay, which trailed
the entire game, was led by
Jimmy Blanford's 16 points.
Alfred Barney added 14, while
Steve Mitchell pulled down six
rebounds.
The Blue Raiders upped
their record to 10-6 overall and
2-2 in the OVC, while Austin
Peay fell to 6-10 on the season
and 1-3 in conference.
Weekend College Basketball Results
By The Associated Press
Saturday'; Results
EAST
Army 98, Manhattan 64
Boston Coll 89. Holy Cross 67 2 (YT
Boston U 76. New Hampshire 72
Bracknell 93. Rochester 71
Colgate 89. Albany St 62
Columbia 82, Cornell 62
Drexel 01. Northeastern 73
Duquesne 90, I.. Salle 89
GeorgetOwn 78, Pennsylvania 76
Hofstra 93, Delaware 71
N Adams St 70, Boston St 67
Providence 64. Connecticut 63
Rhode Island 71, St John's, N y 70
Rutgers 48. Penn St 46
St Bonaventure 63. Fairfield 12, OT
St Joseph's, Pa 65. Lafayette 44
Siena II, Rider 77
Seton Hall 65. Niagara 62
Syracuse 103, Canisius 92
V. Commonwealth 47, Navy 42, OT
Vermont 17, Maine 86
Villanova 89. George Washington 77
West Chester St 56, Baltimore 54. OT
Yale 76. Williams 62
Alabama 13. Auburn 76
Albany St 63, Florida AkM 80, (21
Ak-oen St 42, Texas Southern 81
American 62, Lehigh 48
Appalachian St 55, N C Charlotte 47




Saturday, January 27, 1979
!02N.5Ih 753-3174
"Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop"
REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS!
oFree Pipe
*Free Pound Bag of Tobacco of Your
Choice
-ALSO-
--- Join The Smoke Shoppe Pipe Club
And Be Eligible For.
w. Discounted Prices On "The Pipe of the
Month"
10% Discount On Your Birthday
v-Buy 10 Pipes and Get One of Equal
Value FREE
Store Hours 930-530 M-S
FREE COFFEE All DAYI
Citadel 78 Furman 76
F.. Kratucky 112. Tesseseee Teti
E Tennessee St 95. N C Central 66
Florida 77 Mississippi St 75
Georgia Southern 81, Georgia St 79
Georgia Tech 69, Moms Harvey 53
Grambling IL, Prairie View 73
Ind St -Evansville 73. Tennessee St
72
Jacksonville 53, New Orleans 52
Inuntana St 70. Mississippi 69, OT
Louisiana Toch 70. Mc3ieese St 56
Louisville 67. Florida St 65
Marshall 69, W Carolina 54
Middle Tees. 64, Austin Pray 58
Memphis St 17, Tulane 81
MURRAY St. 67, W. Kesturky 65
Norfolk St M, Virginia St 80
N Alabama 69, Jacksonville St 63
N. Carollna 54. Maryland 53
N. Carolina AkT 72. S. Carolina St 61
N.0 Greensboro 82. N C Wesleyan 68






Mutual of Omaha  49 19
Devanti's  45 23
Murray Appliance . ... 41 24
Hawaiian Tropic 43 25
Moose No I 41 27
Paglial 33 35
Carriage House 33 35
Etillington Eng 33 35
Moose No 2 32 36
Randy Thornton 31 39
Dakota Feed & Grain N si
Murray Auto Parts 211% WA
Murray Hospital 27 41
DAN Auto Parts .  27 41
Colonial Bread 4264
Pizza Hut 17 Si
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
, Hawaiian Tropic 916
Mutual of Omaha MM
Moose No. I IN
HIGH TEAM GAME (MC)
Moose No I . IOU
Hawaiian Tropic 1011
Mutual of Ornaha 11111
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Hawaiian Tropic ME
Mutual of Omaha  MIS
Moose No I SO
HIGH TEAM SERIES (11C)
Moose  SO
Hawaiian Tropic  2932
Moose No 2 Mee
HIGH IND. GAME (SC 1
Jerry Couahey  245
Al Lindsey  2:12
David Livers 224
Lyman Citron  232
HIGH IND GAME(HC)
Jerry Comhey  270
Al tindery 255
David Liven' 255
HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)
Al Lindmey  677
Charlie Ha-grove 591
Ronnie Deaner • 5113
HIGH IND. SERIES (MC)
Al I endaey .  641
Charlie Hargrove  645
Ronnie Danner 62
HIGH AVERAGES
Jerry Pritchett  MO












SW Louisiana 80, Pan Amer...
OT
S Florida 52, Samford 45
Stetson 105, Campbell 99, OT
Tennessee 66, Kentucky 55
Vanderbilt 71, Georgia 76
VM1 64. Tn -Cliettannoga 56
Virginia 61. Clemson 54
Wake Forest 100. Rollins 79
W Virginia 93, Pitt 92
MIDWEST
Ball St 67, Kent St. 62
Bowling Green 71, Ohio U 77. OT
Butler 90, Valparaiso 74
Cincinnati 86, St. Look 63, OT
Clevelead St. 93, Alma it
Dayton 68, DePaul 64, OT
Dimas St 88, Howard 62
Indiana 74, Northwestern 45
Indiana St 90. Creighton SC
Iowa St. 71, Oklahoma St 70
Kansas St 96. Kansas 69
Kearney St. 86, Missouri Western 70
Loyola, DI 17, Evansville 70
Marquette 67, Xavier, Ohio 50
Miami, Ohio 73. No Illinois 64
Michigan St. V, Iowa 72, 01
Minnesota 12, Wisconsm 72
Missouri 76, Nebraska 60
Mo Southern 56. Washburn 55
Muskingum 53, Denison 27
N Michigan 74, E flhino.s 73
Notre Dame 82, S Carolina 73
Ohio St. 78, Michigan 69
Oklahoma 72, Colorado 64
Purdue N. Illinois 57
Southwestern 82 Bethany 73
Toledo 80, W Michigan 72
SOLTHWF-ST
Arkansas 90. TC1J 51
Ko.or 93, Southern Methodist 67
Drake 93, W Texas St 64
Houston 101, Rice 75
N 'Texas St fa, Oral Roberts 56
,Texas 117, Southern Cal 68
Texas AkM 68, Texas Tech 63
Texas-El Paso 71, Colorado St 74
FAR WEST
Bngham Young 90, Utah 76
Denver 99, Portland 76
Fresno St 64, UC-Irvine 63
Ganzaga 62. N Arizona 54
Idaho St 82, Montana St. 7'7
Long Beach St 195. San Jose St 74
Mesa 83, S Colorado 82
Montana 61, Boise St 50
New Mexico 72, Wyoming 64
New Mexico St 75, Tulsa 72
Oregon St 68, Washington 66
Stanford 73, California 50
UCLA 95, Arizona St 79
Utah St 63. CC-Santa Barbara 81
Washington St 74. Oregon 65
Weber St 42, Idaho 19
Willamette 66. Whitman 60
EXHIBMONS
Athletes In Action 107, Detroit 15
Sunday's Results
EAST
Staten Island 83, Medgar Evers 61
SOLTH
Duke 75, N Carolina St 69
N C.-Wilmtngton 74, Ge Southern 69
MIDWEST
Cameron State 85. MW of Wichita Falk
81
FAR WE• ST
Fullerton St 81, Pacific 63






1 AR Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!
No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny
The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cash Prices
4 , Uncle Jeff'sSafe-T Discount
1 We fie Pa MissCress, Modl-Mitt,paid wed VApreocripliwes
841 So Pharmacy 7514175
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID ESCRIPTION174
Oak Unproved its won-lost
mark to 8-4.
Calloway trailed by as many
as 19 points in the second half
and could get no closer than 10
points after falling behind 38-
27 at the half.
"We forced some turnovers
With our press to come that
dose in the second half," said
Jayvees Win
Led by Jimmy Bynum's 17
points and Richard
Smotherman's 15 rebounds,
Calloivay County High's junior
varsity basketball squad
topped Lone Oak's JVs 50-37
Saturday night.
Gary Emerson chipped in
nine for the Laker JVs
followed by Richard
Smotherman with 9.
The game was close the first
quarter with Calloway County
taking a two point lead, 8-6.
The Lakers went into the
dressing room at the half with
a 22-18 lead and gradually
stretched that lead to 35-28 at
the end of the third quarter.
Also scoring for the Lakers
were Larry Sanders who
scored 4, Terry Paschall, 2,
Marty Wyatt, 2 and Tim
McAlister, 1.
Hargrove. "75 points should
win a high-school basketball
game.
I think it's our defense, not
our offense that is lacking."
The Lakers travel to Heath
Tuesday, then begin a four-
game road stretch at Lowes
Saturday. They journey to
FUIVari. Cdunty Jan. 30, to
Farmington Feb. 2 and to
Tilghman Feb. 3.
Despite the road games
facing his team, Hargrove
approaches them with soine
optimism. "We seem to be
playing better on the road. It
may be because we're trying
too hard to win at home."
CALLOWAY (75): Garla,nd,
27; Cohoon, 21; Barrow, 12;
Kenny McCuiston, 5; Stan
Rushing, 4; Craig Rogers, 4;
Kenny Erwin, - --
LONE OAK (87): Bruce
Greer, 31; Stan Shuemaker,
27; Ken Hancock, 14; Kris













CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(IncludMO Domestic Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF IINSC













FEDERAL RESERVE INSTINCT NO
8
CLOSE OF WISHES* DATE
December 31, 1978
ASSETS
1. Cash and due from depository Institutions
2. U S. Treasury necuritires
3 Obligation" of other U S Govammant agencies and corporations
4 Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States








sold and securities purchased under agreements to metal
7 • Loans, Total (excluding unearned (ncome') 6 25
D. Loma allowance for poselbles loan losses
c Loans Niet . .
8 Lease financing receivables . .
9. Bank premises furniture and fixture*. arid other asset* rapreneentIng Dank promisee
10 Real estate owned oft's,. than Dank premises
11 All °thief asset* •








11 Demand deposits of Individuals. partnerships, arid corporations
14. Time and saving' deposits of Individuals, Partminit'iln. and corporation')
15 Deposits of United States GovornmeleS . .
16. Deposits of States and political subdivkikina In the United States
17 All °Mar deomeita
18. CortMed and officers' checks .
19 Total Deposits (sum of items 13 theta 181 .






5 Total time and savings deposits .
to repWOhlell
N
20 Federal funds purchesed and securities sold under agreersente
2' Inttereaf-bmolno demand notes (note behinds) Sawed to the U.S. Treasury end
other Ilattill1los for borrowed money . .....
n Mortgage Indebtedness and liability for capitalized Wiese 
23 Alt other liabilltlee . . . . . . . . . . . .




10 CIA24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and (sum of . .
25 Subordinated notes end dobwrituree i.
EQUITY CAPITAL
29 Preferred stock • No shares outstanding (par valued
27 Common Stock • No shares nuthorlzad V80
b No snarls outstanding 3,000
.
(par value) 113
29 Surplus . . . . . . . .
har contingencies and ''-' 
kPO
28779 Undivided profits and NOM, other came
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29) ...




1 AMOU11111 outstanding as at report date
a. Mendby letters of credit, total
b. nem oortilkielles of deposit In denominations of $100.000 or more 
C. Odom Om deposits in amounts of 11100,000 or Men*
2. Average lot 30 calendar day, (or calendar month) tending ert1h report date
e Total dolomite (corresponds to item 19 above)
605
ITOTE TIN nowt awl Oa NNW to se seltarleid 'Mew(
1/10k ido ineoldplint Is Wily Odom idot be loped at Coaldea Weft as radaellaa selooluiN) a tree te Se Net at we bermleap sal WA
.,truav:tietooti 15 To wow REPORT AREA COM TELEONONE No own SIGNEDSIONATURE OF
and ailleNsa be ad am throi Olden Mho ONO die 011oods) 1110 report
MIN NM 11T611. WHIM alT1140111ND TO SUM WONT





VOW am ond•••firld &nob:no Wiwi Ow cot•ootromie of this Amon of
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Bradshaw's Day - He Deserved It
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MIAMI (AP) — The country
bumpkin fleeced the city
slickers.
"Terry Bradshaw is so
dumb," Dallas' Hollywood
Henderson taunted earlier in
the week, "he couldn't spell
'cat' if you spotted him a 'c'
and an 'a'."
- The big, balding Pittsburth
Steelers quarterback
swallowed hard, but he said
nothing in reply.




PHOENIX (AP, — It
sounded just a bit like
whistling past the graveyard,
but Jerry Pate and Andy Bean
weren't conceding anything.
"You can't tell. I might go
out and shoot 61," said Pate.
"I'll just try to birdie every
hole," said Bean. "Ben didn't
miss it far."
Indeed, he didn't.
Ben Crenshaw, adjusting his
putting stroke in the middle of
the round, fired a spectacular,
10-under-par 61 Sunday and
established a 4-stroke lead
going into today's third and




both Thursday and Friday,
was trimmed from a 72-hole to
54-hole format. The purse,
originally announced at
;250,000, also was trimmed, to
;187,500.
"That's as low as I can
shoot," said Crenshaw, who
reeled off a string of nine
birdies in one stretch of 11





New York 72 75 401 104s
Boston 16 36 364 IS
Central DIrlis•
San Antonio 28 IS 0011
Houston 31 1.5 5711 Pes
Natieeal Basketball Associative
At A-Gliree




31 13 706 —
Tr 15 643 3
21 20 512 11,1
Cleveland e 77 40 riti
Detroit 15 31 ns 13
New Orleans 16 34 330 14
Waders Casieresee
Illtwest MOM=








Portland 20 23 465 8
San Diego 21 26 447 9
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 111, New Orleans 94
Detroit 122, Kansas City 110
Boston 1011, Ptuladelphia 102
Washington 109, Indiana 104
Portland 11$, San Antonio 113
Seattle 107, Chicago 101
Denver Itg, Golden State 106
Phoenix 116, Houston 97
Sawfay's Galen
Philadelphia n. Boston 17
Cleveland 94, Chicago 43
Milwaukee 131, New York 114
New Orleans HS, Atlanta $7








Kansas City at New Orleans
New York at Los Angeles
X 21 263
22 21 440 11'n
17 29 .3741 13 41
16 30 '
a 15 --
p 10 817 1
a 19 516 2
468 8
yard Phoenix Country Club
course.
It was the lowest round on
the PGA Tour since Al
Geiberger's all-time record 59
composed in Memphis in 1977.
"I couldn't believe it," said
Jay Haas, who was tied for
second with Bean and 'Pate.
"I'm out ,there making pars
and birdies and every time I
look up I'm another stroke
behind."
Crenshaw, a disappointed
non-winner last year, put
together a 36-hole total of 128,
a distant 14 strokes below par.
Pate, Bean and Haas were at
132. Bean and Pate, who
finished birdie-birdie, had 66s
in the cool, cloudy weather,
and Haas holed an 18-foot
eagle putt on the final hole for
a 67.
Howard Twitty was next at
66-134, six shots back. John
Mahaffey, winner of the
season's first tournament,
was 69-137 and U.S. Open
champ Andy North 70-136.
it," Bradsaw told reporters
who persiSted on delving into
the subject of his IQ. Instead,
he waited until 4:12 p.m. on a
hazy, damp Sunday in
Miami's spectator-jammed
Orange Bowl and carved out
an answer in what might be
described as invisible
skywriting — a parabola of
passing wizardy -- that gave
the Steelers their third Super
Bowl victory, 35-31.
Whatever Bradshaw's
shortcomings in spelling --
which undoubtedly have been
demeaningly overstated — the
Louisiana cattle and quarter
horse rancher showed a
remarkable faculty for
geometry and mathematics,
setting Super Bowl records in
territory explored and figures
etched in the record books.
As a football quarterback,
his chosen profession,
Bradshaw was Phi Beta
Kappa — a genius.
"I can't say how accurate
are estimates of Bradshaw's
intelligence," quipped one
football buff after witnessing
the most stirring of all the
XIII Super Bowls. "I only
know that the Rhodes Scholar
was back in Los Angeles
watching the game on
television."
The reference was to
Oxford-educated Pat Haden of
the frustrated Los Angeles
Rams.
Bradshaw got his education
Super Bowl. . .
(USWeineed Prom Page 5)
and-three situation. The
quarterback flipped the ball
almost — but not quite —
perfectly.
And-Smith dropped
The next play in the series of
Cowboy back-breakers came
with the score still 21-17 about
four minutes into the final
period. Swann, who caught
seven passes for 124 yards,
sprinted down the right side,
almost stride for stride with
cornerback Benny Barnes.
There was contact and they
went down in a tangle of legs
and arms.
"There was a blitz and no
pickup oa.4 by our-guys. And I
knew it, Ito I just put the Hail
Mary on it," Bradshaw said,
alluding to the now-famous
Hail Mary pass by Staubach
that went for a touchdown in a
playoff game against Min-
nesota.
This one didn't go for a TD
— but it went a long way
toward one.
"I saw it and I figured, our
ball down there." It was. Field
judge Fred Swearingen
flagged Barnes for pass in-
terference — 33 yards and a
first down at the Dallas 23.
A few plays later, Franco
Harris roared through the line
for 2:2 yards and the touch-
down that made it 28-17.
Nineteen seconds after
Harris' TD, came Swann.
Randy White of the Cowboys,
who shared last year's Super
Bowl MVP award, was one of
this year's goats when he
fumbred a kickoff after the
Harris score.
Bradshaw _veiled the 
/scoring with a TD pass,
covering '28 yards, to the guy
known primarily as Pitt-
sburgh's "other" receiver,
John Stallyrorth. He made a
leaping catch in the left corner
of the end zone,-just 5:13 into
the game.
On the final play of the
quarter, Staubach tied it with
a swing pass to Tony Hill, who
took the ball on the Steelers 26
and raced the rest of the 39
yards down the left side for the
score.
Henderson, who had two of
Dallas' four sacks of Brad-
shaw, clutched the Steelers
quarterback and fellow
linebacker Mike Hegman
swiped the ball and sprinted 37
yards for a TD that gave
Dallas a 14-7 lead less than
three minutes into the second
period. Less than two minutes
later, Bradshaw and
Stallworth struck again.
Bradshaw faded back from
the 25 and dumped off a pass
to Stallworth at the 35, Cor-
nerback Aaron Kyle, burned
by Stallworth once,- was
charred again. He dived at the
receiver's feet, missed, then
could only watch as the play
went for 75 yards and a tying
touchdown.
Oldham Ponders Future...
(Continued From Page 5)
-But its good that we did. A
conference almost has to have
the automatic berth to
prosper."
One thing the OVC has now,
though, doesn't sit too well
with Oldham. It's the four-
team post-season tournament,
used by the OVC to determine
the conference's represen-
tative to the NCAA tour-
• nament.
"I've voted against having it
every year," he said. "I
realize why everyone wants it
(money), but it enables teams
that aren't the best in the
conference to go to the tour-
nament."
Two examples come to mind
rather than the 32-team one in
the past, did the OVC have its
berth reinstated.
"I really didn't think our
chances for getting it back
were that good," said Oldham.
with that statement: Middle
Tennessee in 1977 and Western
last season.
Austin Peay won the
regular-season title in '77 with
a 13-1 record, but Middle
blitzed Morehead, then the
Governors, by phenomenal
field-goal shooting to advance
to the NCAA. It met Detroit,.
something less than a
powerhouse, in the first round
and was ambushed 93-76.
And last season Western
was only 16-14 overall, and its
9-5 conference mark earned it
just third place. But, thanks to
Murray Men's Box
Mtn Y 47
fi fip ft ha reloplop
lila Oglesby  II 11 2 3 6 5 IS
Ihrmy Illsoossas 11 11 1 3 4 3 17
Tea Adm. 5 5 1 3 1 5 II
Derry lass 2 4 4 4 3 I $
him 110.1144 1 4 3 4 6 2 ?
Gorge Sake 1 2 1 2 41 1 3
Ilartim IGO 1 2 11 11 2 I 2
brad Lamy 111 0 I 3 11 I 1
Mew Dioderiell.  II 0 0 11 0 1 11
Tom lafflor  0 0 0 0 I 0 11
Team 11•1104•40
Tomb /7 31 13 22 23 10 67
MINN MIMI/ 45
Greg 66•Atio•  6 13 1 4 5 3 13
Teipswed  11 15 4 4 3 24
nips Prime. 3 5 2 2 1
lid 'Inv 3 3 2 6 1 5 11
Trey Troolmi 11 2 4 4. 2 5 4
IMIte teem 2 2 'I • 3 • 4
Cr* AleCanike . 4 1. S.- 4
114.4o 0111•1 5 1 1 1 1
Gros 11,6814. SO I SI
Jodi 111110111.04111 I 1 • • IV,•
Tom Illobeiods •
Totals 25 46 15 25 22 25 115
1611/iiim, 24-111 Modem Animidmiss 5.244.
the second chance provided it
by the OVC tourney, the
Hilltoppers defeated Middle
Tennessee in the final and
gained the NCAA berth.
They made a credible ap-
pearance, edging Syracuse 87-
86 in the first round before
falling to Michigan State 90-69
in the next round.
"We need our best team in
the NCAA tourney, because
the way it performs is so
important to our recruiting,"
said Oldham. "If we are ever
to get back to the level of
basketball we had in the '60s,
we have to get the blue-chip
athletes."
Whereas OVC teams were
able to sign those "blue-
chippers" in years past,
Oldham admits that the rise in
the level of basketball in the
Southeastern Conference now
makes it difficult.
"We have to take chances
with athletes that MIGHT be
blue chippers, because all of
the sure ones are already
taken up by other schools. And
recruiting outstanding players
is the only way to get back into
national prominence."
Randall made both free
throws, icing the game for
Murray and giving the Racers
their first home-court triumph
over Western in five years.
Oldham watched, then
smiled. "Yeah, I guess it's
been a good rivalry." A glance
in the press box a few minutes
later found Oldham hunched
over in a telephone con-
versation as the Sports Arena
emptied, perhaps relating the
game to a friend in Bowling
Green.
at little-known Louisiana
Tech. He grew up in a rural
atmosphere around
Shreveport, La., whin he
learned to love to flak bug
and be around cows, horses
and piles of hay.
"I'd rather be out there by
myself, chewing tobacco," he
said earlier in the week.
This was the Bradshaw few
people took the trouble to
know- a big, personable gilY
with simple tastes, but a
mammoth understanding of
things that matter.
Once booed by Pittsburgh
fans, who even cheer 4111 when
he was carried off the field
with an injury, he came back
to lead the Steelers to their
finest hour.
It was a fast-paced, physical
game in which Bradshaw's
counterpart, the poised Roger
Staubach, rallied the defen-
ding champion Cowboys from
w hat appeared a humiliating
rout to a gallant loser by four
points.
It was an alley brawl bet-
ween the tough, free-wheeling
Intimidators of Penn-
sylvania's mine and steel
country and the slick, com-
puterized Cowboys in their
Spotless white-and-blue
uniforms with all that Texas
oil money behind them.
It was a great spectacle for
the 78,656 people in the stands
and the hundred ,million who
supposedly watched on
television, and there was
enough glory to go around to
all, winners and losers alike.
But it was Bradshaw's day,





Super Bowl I — Green Bay (NFL) X.
Kansas City (AFL) 10
Super Bowl 11 — Green Bay (NFL) 33,
Oakland AFL) 14
Super Bowl III — New York (AFL) 16,
Baltimore 'NFL) 7
Super Bowl IV — Kansas City AFL) n,
Minnesota (tiFL)
Super Bowl V — Baltimore (AFC) IS.
Dallas (WC) 13
Super Bowl VI — Dalin (WO 24
Miami (AFC) 3
Super Bowl VU — Miami (AFC) 14,
Waslington ,NFC) 7
Super Bowl VIII — Miami (AFC) 34,
Minnesota (NEC)
Super Bowl .I.X — eittsburgli (AFC) IS,
Minnesota NEC)I 
Super Bowl X — Pittsburgh (AFC) 21,
Dallas NEC) 17.
Super Bowl X1 — Oakland AFC) 32.
Minnesota NEC)( 14
Super Bpwl X31 — Dallas NFO) 27,
Denver ;ABC) 10
Super Bowl XIII — Pittsburgh (AFC( 35.
Dallas i NEC) 31
TRUE RELIABILITY.
The 1979 Corolla 2-Door Sedan has
a fully transistorized ignition sys- -
tern for surer starting Dual master
cylinder braking system for added





Mann State's Jesertte Imam (12) reackas over Westera Kentucky's loth Illannie for a
relieved dairies Hos Baser yrausse• 7548 triumph over the Nilitoppers. Rowan scored 10 points
and grabbed 11 rebeimis. Photo by Tony Wilson
THE TRUE
BARGAIN
mut FUEL ECONOMIC Remember Com-
pare this estimate to the EPA 'Estimated MPG
of other cars You may get different mileage
depending on how fast you drive weather
conditions and trip length Actual highway
mileage will probably be less than
the EPA Highway Estimate --
TRUE ROADWORTHINESS.
For surer cornering there's MacPherson strut front suspension
nd for surer stopping, power assisted front disc brakes
NOTJUST A LOW PRICE,
BUT A LOW PRICE, HIGH
MILEAGE, AND TOYOTA
RELIABILITY.
TRUE COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE.
Inside. you'll find room for four Vinyl upholStery Reclining
driver's bucket seat Power-boosted flo-thru ventilation.
And steering column-mounted Headlight. Headlamp
Flasher. Windshield Wiper Washer controls
TRUE VALUE.
If it's defined as what you
get for what you pay. this
Corolla's a winner It's only









Built right to last This Corolla has welded
unitized body'construction, to help
prevent squeaks and rattles Paint that's
applied thick and smooth And rust-resistant
galvanized metal in rust-prone areas
STANDARD FEATURES: • 12 liter overhead valve engine • 4-speed synchromesh transmssion • Fuity transistOnzed ignition • Rower assisted front
,c brakes • Styled steel wheels • MacPherson strut front suspension MI Unitized body construCtiOn • Rust-inhibiting front lender liners U Locking gac
io II Hi back vinyl front bucket seats ie fkmet-boosted flo thru ventilation • Inside hood release • Steering Column-mounted headlight headlamp flaSher
Idshleld wiperiwasher controls • HeaterAetroster with 3 speed tan • Recessed spare tire well • Five man) bearing t.rankshaft • Temperature gauge
• 3-position dome light • Reversible keys • Adiustable louvered fresh air vents • 132 gallon fuel tank • Gloxie box U Molded headtiner • Wide blade fan
• Aluminized muffler • Plus these standard Safety Equipment features • ELR 3-point seat belts • Steering column lock with ignition reminder buzzer • 2-speed
i•ctric windshield wver/Washer • Padded dash and visors II Recoverable shoCk-absarbing bumpers • Combination brake fluid low patiring brake on
irning light S Collapsible steering column • 4-way hazard warning light S Breakaway inside rnintit U Recessed door ha ndies • Side door guard reinforcement
• Seat belt warning light and buzzer U Tann,—
THE 1979 COROLLA 2-DOOR SEDAN
YOU GOT ITTOYOTA 
..roassivo qt.
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Extension Notes...
Popular Blueberries Can Be





fruit and blueberry bushes are
not only attractive but are also
productive. Blueberries have
white bell-shaped blooms in
spring, attractive dark green
foliage during the summer,
and a fall foliage color similar
to maple. The variety "or-
rnable" was released for those
who wish to enjoy the beauty
of blueberry bushes without
production of fruit.
Blueberry culture is very
similar to azelea culture
because they both require an
acid soil, a well drained
location, and supplimental
watering. This discussion is
limited to the northern high-
bush blueberries which can be
grown throughout Kentucky.
The southern rabbiteye
blueberries will also grow in
some areas of Kentucky.
Blueberries can be grown
successfully if these rules are
followed in planting and
caring for them.
I. Obtain varieties that are
adapted: examples are
Collins, Clueray, and Coville.
2. Plant two or more
varieties to assure good
pollination.
3 Purchase 2 year old
plants that are from 18 inches
to 24 inches high.
4. Plant properly in a well
drained, acid soil that is high
in organic matter.. .
5. Maintain an organic
mulch around the plants.
6. Provide supplemental
water when needed.
Blueberries may be used as
ornamental .hedges or
specimen plants, or they may
be planted among the home
garden vegetables. The site
should be well drained,
moderately fertile, and should
have a PH of 4.5 to 5.0. They do
not thrive in dense shade i full
sun is preferred. A soil test of
Increased Farm Milk
-Pikes-Expected, '79
price _paid for. milk aL
the farm is expected to in-
crease during 1979 to an
average of about 10 percent
higher than in 1978, according
DePartM01-111to the U.S.
-Agriculture.
That otttlook, combined with
feed prices which are ex-
pected to remain low, could
lead to much improved milk-
feed price relationships,




specialist in dairy nutrition






For , or prim* and ea •Lx6r other
Imre, e -eola it t••••• Nome vow
newt, WA ',aware-a Awe nes ow*, who
eare The 5•••id nO Skel•••
Isamie tea 210 E. Main
ow Dewy his Phone 7$3-04011
_and mana_geraent, says the
November average blend
price in the U.S. amounted to
$11.50 per hinidied- weight. "So
you're talking about almost $1
per gallon at thelarenr he
said.
The Louisoille market price
in November was $11.15 per
hundredweight.
Lane says the improved
milk-feed price ratio could
provide a stimulus for heavier
concentrate feeding and
resultant increases in output
per cow this year. The milk-
feed ratio is at 1.86, close to
the record 1.88 ratio set in
November 1971.
"People will feed a little
more concentrate to try to get
a few more pounds of milk,"
observes I.ane.
He thinks it is safe to
assume higher farm milk
prices, coupled with increased
production and transporting
costs, will mean some in-
creases at the retail level this
year. Cheese and butter prices
probably will show the largest
gains, according to Lane.
Lane advises dairymen that
since milk prices and feed
supplies are good, "It is an
excellent time to reap some
profit if you don't let low or
inefficient production creep








Your No. 1 Farm Store
the proposed site should be
submitted to the County
Extension Office for
analysis and if the PH is too
high, the soil can be acidified
by the addition of aluminum
sulfate or finely ground
sulphur. These amendments
should be applied 30 days or
more before planting.
Blueberries grow best on
soil-having a higher organic
matter content than is found in
Kentucky. Compensate for
this by mixing one gallon of
wet peatrnoss with the soil in
the bottom of the hole prior to
planting. The blueberry bush
should be planted the same as
any shrub with the roots well
spread out, soil packed firmly
around the roots, and planted
the same depth as it grew in
the nursery.
Do not put fertilizer in the
hole at planting time because
blueberries are very sensitive
to fertilizer burn. A better way
is to adjust the soil fertility
based on the soil test prior to
planting and then sidedress at
bloom and six teeks later
with 0.1 pound of ammonium
sulfate per plant each iimeAs---removal_oL__diseased or
subsequent years the timeing damaged limbs would be the
Would be the same and the only additional pruning
amount of fertilizer increased
unti1.113 pound of_ammonium
suflate per bush per ap-
plication is reached.
After planting, blueberries
should be mulched with an
organic mulch such as pine
straw, wood chips, or
:_sdwthist. Mulch may heat
during the decomposition
process and by keeping a 3
inch circle around the stern
free from mulch, cambium
damage will be prevented.
Mulch to a depth of 4 inches to
6 inches. This will usually last
a year before renewal is
required. The mulch will
increase the organic matter,
conserve moisture, protect the
shallow roots from heat, aid in
weed control, and un-
fortunately also harbor
rodents in the winter. Mulch
should be supplemented with
hand weeding for complete
weed control.
Blueberry roots have no
hairs and are therefore
inefficient absorbing moisture
from the soil. The soil should
be maintained snoisf', but not
wet. Mature blueberries
require the equivalent of 1 to 2
inches of rainfall every 10
days during the growing
season and they also respond
very well to trickle irrigation.
The plants should have from
one-third to one-fourth of the
top removed at planting. The
needed the first three years
The blossom should be
rubbed off the first two years
and some blossom thinning is
required every year
Blossoms are easily removed
by moving a gloved hand
quickly along the rimb during
bloom. -
1978's Final Figures
Winter Scene Of Beauty Can
Create Hardship For Catfie
The morning sun glistening
through ice covered trees and
beaming down on a snow
covered landscape creates a
scene of beauty. But the same
wintry scene also creates
hardship for beef cattle,
reminds John Johns of the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
Johns, a beef cattle Ex-
tension specialist, says snow
cover prevents grazing, and
even without snow, cold
winter temperatures stop
pasture growth so that grazing
often runs out before spring.
-Generally, some form of
stored feed must be supplied
to cattle to meet winter
needs," he advises.
"Producers must be con-
cerned with meeting the
energy, protein, mineral and
vitamin needs of cattle to
maintain production," ac-
cording to Johns. "Stored feed
is expensive, and in trying to
hold down costs, producers
may feed less energy than
needed," he explains, adding
that in extreme cases, star-
vation can result.
Other results of un-
derfeeding can be a decrease
in weight gain by growing
cattle, a decrease in milk
output and loss of body con-
dition that can lead to
rebreeding problems.
Even if a producer is not
trying to stretch feed supplies,




labels, also known as no-name
or no-frills products, are
becoming increasingly
popular in Kentucky super-
markets.
These products are mostly
canned fruit& and vegerskhipc 
but paper products and other
processed food also are
available,
Generic products are easy
to spot. They usually catry no
brand name and generally are
inexpensively packaged, with
State Crop Summary
Corn production in Ken-
tucky is estimated at
119,850,000 bushels, 9 percent
below 1977. The summer
drought in Western Kentucky
cut yield to 85 bushels
statewide, 5 bushels below
1977. Acreage harvested for
grain is estimated at 1,410,000
acres, 60,000 acres below 1977.
U.S. corn production is
estimated at a record 7.08
billion bushels, 10 percent
above the previous year. The
1978 record yield of 101.2
bushels per acre compares
with a yield of 90.7 for 1977.
Estimated white corn
production in Kentucky is
10,080,000 bushels, 6 percent
above 1977. Yield at 80 bushels
per acre is dovm 5 bushels, but
harvested acreage at 126,000
acres is up 13 percent com-
pared with 1977. Production of
white corn in the 10 estimating
states totals 39.7 million
bushels, up 29 percent.
Kentucky soybean
production is estimated at a
record 42.3 million bushels, 3
percent above 1977. Yield
turned out better than earlier
indicated at 30 bushels per
acre, 1.0 bushels below last
year. Harvested acreage at
1,410,000 acres is 7 percent
above T977.
U.S. soybean production is
estimated at a record 1.84
billion bushels, up 5 per cent.
Yield at 29.2 bushels compares
with 30.6 bushels for 1977.
Burley production in
Kentucky for 1978 is estimated
at 414.8 million pounds,
slightly below last year's 415.4
million pounds. Estimated
yield at 2,440 pounds is 80
pounds above 1977, but bar-
Home
is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important pa-
pers, jewelry and other irreplaca-
bles ... why chance it? By keeping
your valuables, in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage ..
for just pennies a day!
Bank of Murray
FlIt0
vested acreage at 170,000
acres is 6,000 acres below 1977.
Production in the Burley Belt
is expected to total 617 million
pounds for 1978, unchanged
from the 1977 estimate. The
Belt yield at 2,366 pounds is up
60 pounds from 1977.
Type 22 tobacco (Eastern
dark fire-cured) production in
Kentucky is estimated at
12,488,000 pounds, up 7 percent
from 1977. Yield at 1,850
pounds is up 80 pounds while
harvested acreage at 6,750
acres is up 150 acres. Total
production of Type 22 (Ken-
tucky and Tennessee) is
estimated at 40.9 million
pounds, up 14 percent from
1977.
Type 23 tobacco (Western
dark fire-cured) production in
Kentucky is estimated at
8,580,000 pounds, 6 percent
above 1977. Yield is 30 pounds
below 1977 at 1,650 pounds but
harvested acreage at 5,200
acres is 400 acres above 1977.
Total production of Type 23
(Kentucky and Tennessee) is
expected to total 9,898,000
pounds, up 6 percent from
1977.
Type 35 tobacco (One
Sucker, dark air-cured)
estimated production in
Kentucky is 11,813,000 pounds
for 1978, up 6 percent from
1977. Yield at 1,875 pounds is 50
pounds above 1977 while
acreage at 6,300 acres is up 200
acres. Total production of
Type 35 (Kentucky and
Tennessee) is expected to
total 15,3/1,000 pounds, 5
percent above 1977.
Type 34 tobacco (Green
River, dark air-cured)
production is estimated at
5,1140,000 pounds, 1.0 percent
above 1977. Yield at 1,825
pounds compares with 1,780
Pounds for 1977 and harvested
acreage is 50 acres below 1977
at 3,200 acres. Type 36 tobacco
is grown only in Kentucky.
A Consumer Tip
from Extenoion Specialists at
the UK coiling or Awleuitor.
Self-rising flour has PA
ieaspoons baking powder and
4 teaspoon salt per cup of
flour, say food specialists
with UK's College of Agricul-
ture Cooperative Extension
Service.
black and white bold lettering.
Labels state the basic product
name, such as "sliced
peaches," and includer-im-
formation on ingredients, net
contents and the manufac-
turer or distributor.
Lower. _price, compared to
name brands and store
brands, is the prime reason
for the increasing popularity
of generic products, say two
food and nutrition Extension
specialists in the University of
Kentucky C011ege of
Agriculture.




average savings of 15 percent
over store brands and 25




out, savings varied con-
siderably from no savings to
over 50 percent, depending on
the product and store.
Does this mean generic
products are inferior to name
brand and store brands?
"All foods, whether brand
name or no-frills, are subject
to the same requirements,"
says Sue Burner. "Labeling
requirements and standards
for cleanliness are the same
regardless of brand and no-
name products," she adds.
Burner says the difference
between brand and no-brand
products might be in ap-
pearance, flavor, tenderness,
size and uniformity of the
product. ''Products which are
less appealing may be sold for
less although they are just as




cheaper ingredients may be
used in products carrying
generic labels. As an example,
she notes generic products are
mostly USDA Grade C and
sometimes Grade B. while
national brands and topline
store brands are mostly USDA
Grade A.
"All three grades are safe,
wholesome and nutritious,"
according to Maruyama.
She lists cheaper packaging
and labels and low promotion
and advertising costs and
minimal research and product
development expense as other
reasons for the usual lower
cost of generic products.
Popular generic products
are canned corn, beans, peas,
tomatoes, tomato products,
fruit juices and packaged
macaroni and cheese dinners.
Non-food generic products
include paper goods, laundry
and dish detergents, plastic




Africa (AP) - South Africa at
last is able to make
Emmenthaler cheese.
About five years ago, T.J.
Britz started on the project,
but since overseas makers of
the cheese are loath to divulge
their secrets, he wound up
examining about 20,000
• proprionic acid bacteria
(essential to making the
cheese) before he found
suitable ones
adjustment is made for the
increise in body maintenance
necessary due to cold tem-
peratures, according to Johns.
"The critical temperatures
of cattle can be defined as the
environmental temperature
below which the animal must
increase heat production in
order to maintain a constant
body temperature. Thus when
the wind chill falls below the
critical temperature of cattle,
more of the energy intake goes
to body maintenance and
production suffers. Therefore,
more feed is needed to
maintain the same level of
production," says Johns.
Critical temperature of
cattle is affected by age, type,
body condition, length of hair
coat, degree of wetness and
several other factors. An
absolute value for critical
temperature would vary with
each animal, the Extension
specialist notes. However,
Johns says a range of wind
chill from 20 to 30 degrees F
would include the critical
temperature of most mature
beef cows in Kentucky.
"41 wind chill falls below
this range for a prolonged
period, energy intake must
increase or production will
_XII," he warns. Research
indicates that for a cow with a
critical temperature of 25
degrees F, energy intake must
increase by 8-10 percent for
each 10 degree drop in wind
-6111 below 25 degrees.--
,' Although energy ustuilly-4s.
the limiting factor, Johns says
protein, minerals and
vitamins also be be deficient
in many winter feeds.
Phosphorus, magnesium and
vitamin A usually must be
supplemented.
"Protein can take the form
of non-protein nitrogen or
natural sources and usually a
complete supplement con-
taining protein, vitamins and
minerals can be obtained,"
says Johns.
Finally, water often can be a
major limiting factor in
winter beef cattle nutrition.
Johns says cattle drinking
from icy ponds or streams will
not drink normal amounts of
water, so feed intake also will
decrease and production will
suffer. He advises that the
water source be kept ice free
and, if possible, warmed
above air temperature.
"Although winter scenery
can be very beautiful, the
increased nutritional stress
added to cattle by cold must
be taken into account or














For Up To The Minute
Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Grain Tel' Mille'
Port-Of -MIRTOy-COHOWCIy County
Local
Farmers  .. 474-2295
Ky.
Farmers .. .1-800-592-5409





Farm Profit Bulletin 037s:
Plan for wet weather.,
When the weather lust won't cooperate you need the
PTO-driven Lely-Roterraelt enables you to begin preparation
of your seedbeds at almost the moment you can drive your
tractor without getting stuck
Millions of acres have tested the working principle of the
RoterrathD during good and bad weather and in all types of
soils Think about the timeliness and flexibility you will have
during critical planting periods You'll get faster germination,
a better crop start, a consistent stand and improved yields
You'll have even greater timeliness and flexibility when you
spray, till, incorporate and plant in the same trip with a
Lely-STIP SystensTm It will increase the planting capacity of
your urrent tractor and planter four times
See a demonstration of the t•ly-Roterra• and the leii-STIP
System TM
You'll learn to save trips and bank on the results
For Informeion on whom you en. so. Ms Lily STIP
Systems esetect a:Komi Today.
DIELY McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc. -
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Coping With Your Income Tax
This Year's Tax Forms
Virtually Unchanged
EDITOR'S NOTE — Follow-
ing is the first in a series of
five articles entitled "Coping
With Your Income Tax." They
were written to help taxpayers
prepare their 1978 tax returns.
By R. GREGORY NUKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — This
is the year of the tax form
break. That's right, tax form
break, not tax break, although
some taxpayers may have that,
too.
There probably has never
been a year in recent memory
of taxpayers when there have
been so few changes in the
forms. The only changes in
both the 1040A short form and
the 1040 long form have been to
simplify some of the wording.
The taxpayer will find it easy
to use last year's form to help
fill out the 1978 returns.
' We had a good experience
with it last year," said Robert
Brauer, assistant IRS director
for tax forms. -The largest
single comment we had from
the public was to leave it alone
this year."
The colors will even be the
same, blue shading for the long
1040 form, and pink for the
short 1040A.
The forms were received by
most taxpayers in the last week
of December, and they will be
due on April 16, since the 15th
falls on a Sunday this year.
Employers are supposed to
give workers their W-2 forms
by Jan. 31 As always, tax-
payers who file early will get
their refunds faster than those
who file later.
Taxpayers should get refunds
within about four weeks if they
file returns in January, or
about eight weeks if they file in
April.
Not only is the format similar
this year, but so are the tax
tables. Taxpayers who received
a cost-of-living pay adjustment
shouldn't be surprised if they
end up paying a higher per-
centage of their income in
taxes.
That's what inflation does.
The new tax reductions Con-
gress approved late in the year
will apply to 1979 taxes. There
also will need to be wholesale
changes in the 1979 forms, be-
cause of other changes in the
tax law, but that's next year.
There are three changes in
the 1978 tax returns that may
affect many taxpayers:
—Some of the costs of home
insulation and energy improve-
ments can be taken as a tax
credit.
—The amount of long-term
capital gains excluded from
taxation has been increased
from 50 to 60 percent effective
Nov. 1, 1978.
—Home owners over age 55
can take a one-time exclusion
of up to 8100,000 on any profit
from the sale of their personal
residence on sales occurring
after July 26, 1978.
The one almost universally
approved feature of the tax re-
turns that was introduced last
year and is being kept this
year, is that the returns can be
filled out from top to bottom,
on both sides, so no flip-flop-
ping of the forms is required.
The IRS has included sepa-
rate instructions in the instruc-
tion booklet for each line of
the tax return, an innovation
that it hopes will make things
even simpler.
If things are simpler for the
taxpayer, of course, they are
also simpler fpr the IRS — few-
er errors means less work in
checking and correcting the
forms. There was a dramatic
decline in errors last year.
The expanded tax tables that
made possible greater use of
the short form last year are
being retained for 1978 returns.
The IRS says increased use of
the short form resulted in a de-
cline in the percentage of tax-
payers seeking outside help last
year from 47 to 42 percent.
"The greatest simplification
possible is to keep the form the
same year after year," Brauer
said, although he added that
changes by Congress in the tax
law often makes this impos-
sible.
Taxpayers can count their
blessings as far as the farms
are concerned this year. It will
be a different story next year.
Northeast Struggles With
Flooding Spawned By Storms
By The Associated Press
The Northeast struggled
 today to deal with flooding
Spawned by heavy weekend
rains. Families in three states
• were forced to flee their
homes, and air, auto and rail
traffic were- tangled in Ibib"
storm.
---- At least 17 persons were
, killed in weather-related
6, accidents, and the rain
transformed some highways




The region had braced for a
taste of the heavy snow which
- battered the Midwest last
week, but warm ocean air
turned the snow into sleet and
rain as temperatures climbed
Sunday into the 40s and 50s.
New York City reported a
high of 54 degrees before the
temperature started to drop
later in the day.
Two hundred persons fled
their homes in the Boston
suburb of Chelsea Sunday
after more than 21/2 inches of
steady rain. Subways shut
down betweerf Cambridge,
Mass., and Boston as water
seepedinto tunnels.
The downpour cut electrical
service, and Boston Edison
reported power outages in the
South End and Roxbury
sections of the city.
Two youths drowned in
Ware, Mass., when they went
snowmobiLing in the freezing
slush and their vehicle broke
through ice on a pond.
Gov. Ella Grasso declared a
state of emergency in Con-
necticut, where more than 4
inches of rain fell in some
sections in a 12-hour period.
The business districts in
Stanford and Milford were
under waist-high water.
Scores of drivers were
trapped in their autos.
One woman drowned in
Stanford when the car she was
riding in skidded into a flooded
railroad viaduct. Three others
died in an auto crash.
About 30 families were
forced to leave their homes in
Stanford due to rising flood
waters. Sirniliar evacuations
were ordered in several other
coastal communities near the
New York metropolitan area.
In Lodi, N.J., the Saddle
River crested at 9 feet —4 feet
above flood stage — forcing
200 people from their homes.
Heavy fog enveloped New
York's LaGuardia Airport,
closing it for several hours.
There iritre delays' at"Newarx 
and Kennedy airports.
Two supersonic Concorde
airliners from London were
diverted to Philadelphia
International Airport because
of the fog in New York.
Another Concorde landed at
Windsor Locks, Conn.
More than 31/2 inches of rain
drenched New York City in
less than 24 hours, halting
subway line i in Manhattan
and Brooklyn and closing
some of the city's major ex-
pressways.
At least five persons died on
Virginia's ice-slicked high-
ways. Two others were




Wta'dsofftp to 38 mph felted
power lines in South Carolina.
- Snow and sleet lingered in
Maine, New Hampshire and
ermont today, hampering
_driving already made  
hazardous by Sunday's
freezing rain. More than a foot
of snow was expected today in
Maine.
Meanwhile, in the South-
west, as many as 700 families
at the Navajo Indian reser-
vation in northeast Arizona
were trapped in hip-deep mud
and water following four days
of rain and the collapse of two
earthen dams. Authorities
said the National Guard was
bringing supplies to the
stricken tribe by helicopter.
Seven Killed In
N.J. Tenement Fire
JERSEY CITY, N.J. (AP)
— Seven persons, including a
mother and her five children,
were killed early today in a
tenement fire that was
deliberately set, authorities
said.
Victims were seen rapping
on a window shortly before
firefighters arrived, but ap-
parently were overcome when
they tried to reach a fire
escape, said Deputy Chief
Dominick Cardillo.
It was the second fatal
apartment building fire in
New Jersey in three days. At
least 19 persons were killed
early Saturday in a fire in
Hoboken, which authorities
also suspect was caused by
arson.
A Jersey City police
spokesman said today's fire
was located about four blocks
from a three-alarm
warehouse blaze that oc-
curred just over 24 hours
earlier, and about two miles
from the Hoboken blaze.
Police declined to speculate
whether the fires were con-
nected.
They said there had been no
arrests.
There were repOrtedly
seven families living in the
four-story brick building that
burned today. Six families
The Miller Funeral Home
will continue operation un-
der the direction of Johnny
Miller and Thelma Miller,
both licensed funeral direc-
tors and embalmers. Am-
bulance service 24 hours





Maloney identified the dead as
Maria Gonzales, 35, her five
children Papo, 12, Edward, 11,
Albert, 10, Susan, 3, and Anita,
1.
An unidentified male adult
was found with the family,
Maloney said. —
The seven victims were
trapped on the third floor,
authorities said.
Fire officials said a woman
living in the building told them
she heard a noise in the
hallway, and saw a young man
pouring something on the
stairs when she went to in-
vestigate.
It was some type of ac-
celerant (substance used to
fuel fires)," said Maloney
"We'll have to test it."
The fire broke out a short
time later, officials said.
Cardillo said the victims
died either of smoke
inhalation or from gases.
"Just before we arrived,
people saw them (the victims)
rapping on the window. Then
they went to the rear, ap-
parently trying to get to the
fire escape," but were
overcome and died, he said.
"If they had stayed at the
front window, we could have
gotten them out. But when
people are in a fire, they
panic."
A plastic container was
found in the hallway, and was
sent to a laboratory for tests,
Maloney said.
Samples of wood and
paneling from a stairwell have
also been sent to a laboratory
for testing in connection with
Saturday's fire.
Two persons were still
missing and believed dead in
that fire, which authorities
believe started in a hallway.
Authorities said arson was
suspected in Saturday's blaze
because of the intensity and
speed of the early-morning
fire, but they said they had
uncovered no firm evidence
and had no suspects.
JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE
PLUS THE GREATEST VALUE ON AMERICA'S BEST-SELLING PERSONAL COMPUTER
TRS-80T" COMPUTER
SYSTEM
by Radio Shack a
- wwwww '509
Made in our own USA
factories, TRS-80
makes work easier! Keep budgets, play games, catalog
data, expand system for business 4K RAM, video moni-
tor, cassette recorder, manual 26-1051







Fingertip operations handset controls include speak-
er/mike, ch selector with LED display. vol /on-off,
variable squelch, S. RF meter. Improved modulation











on aux input. Auto-
matic arm return/shutoff 6" wood speakers.
Removable dust cover. 13-1167
CB BASE STATION FOR HOME OR OFFICE






Don't miss this CB bargain!
Know road conditions before
going out in winter weather!
LED display, noise limiter, S/RF
meter UL Listed. 21-1545





Amplify calls to room-filling volume! Ault; switching
betweest IAA/listen avoids feed-back. Tap bar to
•/Insweri-herig-upAnek-3-- batts.- 43-2797-• - • .
Moo Os subloct to phone company otetallatton Gouge 01 nom onithiseirmai.
Not for own, hoe
2-STATION INTERCOM





Wireless—just plug into AC outlet! .USe_units between
.ceoms. house, garage. iliumtnated-Telloaer serves as











.Hot-line switch gets Emergency Ch 9 or highway data




SUPER SAVINGS ON BATTERIES
by Radio Shack







Radio Shack batts. pre-tested for per-
formance. Anti-corrosion contacts, steel
cases fight leakage.
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
EC-495 by Radio Shack
9 3995 95 Reg. SAVE25%
Figures mean/standard deviation,
trig, inverse trig, polar coordinates
43 keys, scientific notation With
batts., case 65-638














Liget Indy 2.84 Oz.
64 005
SAVE 13%








A solder for most electronic needs
Non-corrosive, non-conducting core






EC-4000 by Radio Shack
4995 
Reg. SiA6VoiE
Stores 150 strokes, takes up to 50
multi-key program steps Big 12-digit
display With guide, batts , case UL










SAVE *10 Harvest Gold 43 304
PUSHBUTTON SLIM-FONE
FCC Regtstered
SAVE $10 6995 Reg.79"
Same as above with pushbuttons.
White 43-315 Harvest Gold 43-316











Find buried treasure with a
locator you build yourself!
Hand-held With instruc-








Test most regular or mercury bat-
teries under load conditions Only
51/21x I 5/sx31/2" Negative ground
stud 22:030,
-
SPACE SAVING BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS








for music in any room Full-






A child's introduction to moon,
stars planets with compo-























PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
PAGE ii THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER 4 TIMES,VIssekry,4wanerYn,
Carter's Decision To Replace GSA Head





parent decision to replace the
head of the General Services
Administration could
_seriously harm the
.examination of corruption at
the scandal-plagued agency, a
top investigator says.
Irwin Borowski, the
agency's general counsel, said
Sunday that ousting GSA
Administrator Jay Solomon
would undermine confidence
In the corruption investigation
Solomon helped launch.
' 'People might get the
impression the administration




Sunday the White House is
looking for a successor to
Solomon, whom President
Carter named to head the GSA
in 1977.
"None of this should be
considered evidence of a lack
of confidence in Mr.
Solomon," Powell said. "We
think he's done a very good job
under very difficult cir-
cumstances."
Powell said the search for
-Solomon's replacement
started because the GSA
administrator told Carter last
1 CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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•
fall that he wanted to leave the
job early in the new year.
Solomon, however, said last
Friday that he had no plans to
leave his post at this time.
"I really don't know what
lies beneath it," Borowski said
of the administration's
decision to seek Solomon's
replacement. "It seems
almost like an act of
desperation because to do it
means) these people are
going to take a lot of heat."
Solomon recently lost in a
confrontation with the White
House over his recom-
mendation that Borowski be
appointed the agency's acting
inspector general before
Congress reconvened.
If the appointment had
come before Congress
returned, Borowski could
have begun to use the sub-
poena powers granted by a
new law creating the office of
inspector general at GSA and
11 other federal agencies. GSA
investigators say subpoena
power is crucial to completing
their internal Corruption
probe.
With Congress back in





One source close to the
investigation described the
dispute over Borowski's ap-
pointment as "the catalyst"
leading to the present
situation with Solomon likely
to leave.
Administration officials
have also criticized Solomon
privately for being too open
with the news media and for
his handling of last year's
firing of Robert T. Griffin,
then the agency's No. 2 man.
That firing touched off a
dispute betwen the White
House and Griffin's long-time
friend and political ally,
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. Carter later ap-
pointed Griffin to a White
House job.
Major Segments Of Carter's
Fiscal 1980 Budget Given
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Here are major segments of
President Carter's fiscal 1980
budget, which he submitted to
Congress today:
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK:
The -budget anticipates that
consumer prices will rise 7.4
perceee in 1979, not as much as
the 9.2 percent inflation rate in
1978. Unemployment may
increase from 5.9 percent to
6.2 percent.
DEFENSE: Spending in-
crease of $10.8 billion to $122.7
. billion. It is in accord with a
promise to NATO to increase
defense spending by 3 percent
after inflation is considered.
THE POOR: Spending in-





JOBS: The CETA public
service job and training
program would be cut by $729
million to $9.6 billion. It would
eliminate 158,000 adult jobs
and 250,000 summer youth
jobs, but businesses would get
a tax break for hiring young,
poor adults.
NATIONAL DEBT: Interest
paid will be $57.1 billion. The
national debt is expected to
rise from $787 billion now to
$899 billion by -October 1980.
FEDERAL GRANTS: Aid
to states and local govern-
ments will barely increase,
_ from 1821 --billion -to. Isla_
Wavle Improves billion.
SOCIAL SECURITY:
Los ANGELES (AP) - Spending will increase by $13
Actor Jahn Wayne continues billion to $115.2 billion.
AaAsuprove following surgery
to remove an abdominal
cancer, a spokesman for
UCLA Medical Center reports.
"He continues to improve
and his vital signs are stable,"
the spokesman said Sunday.
The 71-year-old actor was
initially hoepitalized for a
routine gallbladder operation.
But during surgery Jan. 12,
doctors found cancer and
removed Wayne's stomach.
Proposals will be made to
eliminate what Carter calls
some unnecessary benefits.
Taxes might be cut in 1981.
WAGE INSURANCE: Anti-
inflation program to insure
workers against 7 percent
inflation may cost $2.5 billion
in 1980 if it is enacted.
ENERGY: A reduction a
Department of Energy budget
from $8.95 billion in the
current fiscal year to $8.89
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proposes to spend more than
$10.8 billien on these
programs, compared with less
than $9.6 billion in this fiscal
year.
AGRICULTURE:
Reduction from $20.2 billion in
fiscal 1979 to $18.4 billion in
fiscal 1980, based on an ex-
pectation of "average"
weather for farmers.
FOREIGN AID: A total of
$11.3 billioty -budgdect fot--
financial and economic
assistance, compared with $7
itilion in fiscal 1979.




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - The
shape of tax relief in the current special
legislative session now can be
discerned, but not its permanence.
There is little doubt the General
Assembly will eliminate the 5 cent sales
State Faces New
Week Of Snow
By The Associated Press
Kentuckians began another winter
work week today by facing ice-and
snow-covered highways that were
pelted by a weekend snow storm.
Locally, the weekend storm promp-
ted Calloway County School System
officials to close schools today. Murray
City System schools opened one hour
later than usual with buses making
their regularroutes.
The National Weather Service said
the snow was caused by a front that
passed through the state on Sunday.
Main highways here were practically
clear early today although side roads
were still ice-covered.
Statewide, state police reported
virtually all highways statewide were
slick and hazardous. There was the
usual increase in minor traffic mishaps
as motorists attempted to get to work.
The weather service forecast in-
dicated that relief would be at hand by
the time those same drivers headed
home. The forecast called for sunny
skies and temperatures near 40 today,
conditions which were expected to help
melt the accumulated snow and ice.
The overnight forecast was for an
_increase in cloediness with lows
generally in the 20s, with rain and
temperatures in the 40s to near 50 likely:
on Tuesday.
Shah, Empress Leave
Egypt Today On Journey
ByNICOLAS B. TATRO
Associated Press Writer
ASWAN, Egypt (AP) -
Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi and Empress Farah
left Egypt today on the second
leg of their journey into
probable exile after a week in
a resort hotel on the Nile.
President Anwar Sadat saw
the royal couple off, giving the
shah a 16-gun salute and the
traditional Arab kiss on both
cheeks. The shah took the
controls of his personal blue
and white Boeing 707 jet for
the takeoff, just as he did
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
USDA - Estimated receipts
cattle and calves 1800;
slaughter steers 1.00 lower;
heifers 2.00 lower, instances
3.00 WM. .507.1.00
lower; bulls steady to 2.00
lower; limited calves and
vealers steady; feeders
opening steady, however
choice poorly tested early;
Slaughter steers choice 950-
1240 lb 61.50-64.00; mixed good
and choice 1000-1150 lb 60.00-
61.50; good 980-1150 lb 56.00-
60.00; slaughter heifers choice
900-1030 lb 60.00-63.00; mixed
good and choice 850-1000 lb
58.00-60.00; good 750-950 lb
53.00-58.00; slaughter cows
commercial 47.00-48.75; utility
45.00-50.00; high dressing and
high boning percent utility
50.50-52.00; cutter 42.00-48.00;
canner and cutter under 800 lb
37.00-42.00; slaughter bulls
yield grade 1 1300-1980 lb 61.5°-
64.25; yield grade 1-2 1100-1700
lb 57.00-62.75; yield grade 2
51.00-57.00; slaughter calves
and vealers choice 170-300 lb
vealers 86.00-96.00; choice 300-
425 lb calves 66.00-72.50;
feeder steers a few choice 235-
270 lb 94.50-96.50; 300-409 lb
85.50-95.50; 650-760 lb 70.00-
73.50; 825-975 lb 63.00-65.80;
mixed good and choice 300-500
lb 76.00-86.00; 500-775 lb 66.00-
76.25; good 300-600 lb 66.00-
76.00; 600-835 lb 60.00-66.00;
heifers few choice 240-280 lb
77.00-84.00; 300-500 lb 68.00-
78.00; 650-785 lb 61.00-65.25;
Hogs 800; compared to last
Thursday barrows and gilts
1.00-1.25 higher; US 1-2210-250
lb 54.5054.65; No. 2 200-260 lb
54.00-54.50; 2-3 240-275 lb 53.00-
54.00; No. 3 230-290 lb 51.00-
52.00; 310-335 lb 48.25-49.40;
SOWS under 400 lb steady to
1.00 higher; over 400 lb steady
to 1.00 lower; US 1-2 300-400 lb
45.50-48.50; 400-450 lb 46.50-
47.00; 450-620 lb 47.00-47.90;
boars over 300 lb 36.00-38.50.,
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs
5.00 higher; slaughter lambs
choice and prime 94 lb 70.00;
1121b 65.00.
•
when he left Iran last
Tuesday.
Reliable sources said the
Iranian monarch would fly to
Morocco to meet with King
Hainan before going on to the
United States.
The 59-year-old shah looked
more confident and rested
than when he arrived pale and
tired at the Egyptian winter
resort 500 miles up the river
from Cairo. Vice President
Hosny Mubarak told reporters
he felt "much better" after
strolling through the gardens
in the sunshine at his hotel
isolated on an island in the
Nile.
The hotel was emptied for
the shah's stay, and he ven-
tured away from it only three
times. He went to a botanical
garden on a neighboring
island, joined Sadat at a
mosque for prayer services
and took a boat trip to the
Kswanalin.
Sadat's security forces kept
reporters away from the
visiting monarch, constantly
warning them not to question
him, but he was photographed
several times.
"The silence was his own
idea," said an Egyptian
diplomat. "When he arrived,
he was depressed and he
didn't want to say anything
because it might sound
vengeful."
The diplomat suggested the
shah "still had his eye-on the
throne." Other Egyptian
officials who asked not to be
identified said the shah was
keeping in touch with the
situation in Iran.
A leading Egyptian
newspaper editor said Sadat
was host to the shah, despite
the possibility of criticism
from Arabs opposed to his
selling oil to Israel, because of
the economic aid the shah
gave Egypt.
This included a loan of
several hundred million
dollars when Egypt's cotton
crop failed two years ago,
buses for Cairo when the
transportation crisis reached
a peak last year, and 650,000
tons of oil when Egypt's army
ran short just before the 1973
Middle East war.
Four of the shah's five
children are in Lubbock,
Texas, where his eldest son,
Crown Prince Reza, is taking
pilot training at a U.S: Air
Force base. But it is believed
the shah and his wife will
accept an invitation from
Walter Annenberg, the former
U.S. ambassador to Britain, to
stay first at his estate in Palm
Springs, Calif. The shah's
mother and one of hie sisters
took refuge with Annenberg
when Iranian students at-
tacked the sister's home in
Beverly HAIN.-
tax on home utilities, excluding
telephones.
It seems just as inevitable the
lawmakers will impose a ceiling on
state and local property taxes.
With most of them facing election in
the May primary, they probably could
hardly afford to do otherwise.
And all this may be accomplished
within the next three weeks, with the
Legislature also cleaning up the largely
non-controversial and technical cluster
of other items on the session agenda.
However, Gov. Julian Carroll in-
jected an odd note into the proceedings
during the weekend in a speech to the
Kentucky Press Association at
Lexington.
He gave a strange explanation of why
he is supporting the general 4 percent
cap on property taxes. It is to alert local
districts so they can wake up and see
what's happening, he said.
The governor's broad stance up to
then had been that U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall was irresponsible in calling the
session during his absence from the
state. He also continues to maintain
there is no extra money in the budget to
finance tax cuts.
Even with the mild turnabout, Carroll
is a reluctant endorser of a tax ceiling.
He suggested it only as a stopgap
measure until the 1980 regular session,
when he said the Legislature should
reform the entire property tax system. •
That might not have been the idea of
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the House
appropriations committee chairman
credited with originating the property
tax plan.
And his colleagues who back the
notion hardly conceive of it as a tem-
porary placebo for the taxpayer.
Some legislators who think Mrs.
Stovall, a Democratic candidate for
governor, was playing politics calling
the session nonetheless view the
property tax cap as a fairly permanent


















( Continued From Page One) acknowledged there is an
However, _Carter main._ across-the-board slowdown Ea
tamed his budget does not q-inany programs. HeT-sald
ignore the needs of the poor.,•_:_sPendirill restraint is 1111-
and in fact increases help for .perative because -if we are to
the truly poor and disad- overcome the threat of ac-
vantaged by $4.5 billion to a celerating inflation ... the
„ total of $68.5 billion.
Nonetheless, there is little
increase after discounting for
inflation. And the $4.5 billion
does not count the cuts in
public jobs at all.
Among programs for the
poor that are being increased,
the administration cited the
following: food stamps, up
$700 million" to $6.3 billion;
Medicaid, up $700 million to
$12.5 billion,and supplemental
security income, up $700
million to $6.3 billion. Some of
the increases were required
by existing law, officials said.
And some increases that
Carter cited in this regard did
not tell the whole story of his
budget. For instance, urban
grants are going up but are
sharply below what he
proposed just last March. needed because of the strong
Ti -emptnerritmtgatrirOttlfe-pait ousinrsiThsidies are
two years. Public jobs under
the Comprehensive
Employment and Training
Act (CETA) would be reduced
to 467,000 jobs.
About 250,000 summer youth
jobs also would be cut from
the CETA program.
Carter defended the budget
against critics who say it will
slow the economy to the point
that a recession will be
inevitable. It "will permit
continued economic growth,"
Carter said, although he didn't
flatly rule out a recession.
The budget projects overall
growth of the economy at 2.2
percent in 1979 and 3.2 percent
in 1980, below the level needed
to keep pace with the nation's
growing labor force. The
economy grew by 4 percent
last year.
As a result of the slower
economic growth, which the
administration contends is
necessary to help control
inflation, unemployment is
expected to increase from 5.9
percent currently to 6.2
percent by the end 9t1979 and




Medicaid eligibility for an
additional 2 million poor
children and expectant








Department has charged four
county juveniles, three with
an August, 1978, burglary at
Bucy's Grocery in Almo
Heights.
A sheriff's department
spokesman said the juveniles,
all 16, live in the Almo area.
Another Almo area youth,
17, is charged with hit and run.
He's charged in connection
with hitting a truck and car
with his vehicle Thursday
night at Calloway County
High.
'government will simply not be
able to do as much as it has in
the past."
Budget Director James T.
McIntyre told reporters the
budget "has kept the
Democratic Party's com-
mitment to meet human needs
.... we've done that."
The administration con-
tends many of the cuts will
affect people who are no
longer in need of federal help,
IT they ever were. It cites. as
One example a proposed
decrease in the subsidized
school lunch program of five
cents per meal for children
from families with incomes
above $13,845.
It contends the 160,000
public service jobs slated for
elimination are no longer





























































































































6. NIELP WANTEDFOR WATKINS ProductS,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S















"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
You too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL.FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ P -AM, Sundays at 12:30.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
GoBese tablets and E-Vap
"water pills", Holland Drug,








WHAT WE do best is care.
N eeclline, 75:34333. 
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
• pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
-can supply you with reprints.
'Carter Photographic Studio,
.453-8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.
WILSON
Renee Liceseed led Isteee
solespersewe Mee are in-
terested I wewitieg
Murray arm. GNAW Mayne
Mem, 753-1263.
AVAILABLE NOW, position




experience helpful but not
mandatory. Send ap-




Has opening for responsible
help. Day time shift. Appl)
person at office between 8





discharge vets out less than












going business with good
location in Aurora. 474 9787
, days, 753-2645 evenings.
Giant NEW stook. Vinyl
salter. Almost all
brands la 5, 9, 12 ft
some lift. - $3.69 sq.
yd.
4111 partial* heard -
11.90
411 plywood - S7 I up
5 lbs. nails - $16 a
box.
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accepted at Murray Glass
Company. 753-7117.
FERN TERRACE • Lodge
now taking applications.
14. WANT TO BUY
DROP IN kitchen electric
range. Call 753.4586,
S. 
Want To Buy nice
chest of drawers.
Call after 5 p.m.
436-2I4L-
FIVE TO eight acres land on
paved road in county, from
farm owner. 7534769
anytime.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple.
Call 753-8393.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-527-
1362
WANT TO buy, International
tractor, size 656 to 856. 1-376-
5268.
WANTED TO buy, ski boat,
1975 or newer, ap
proximately 16', 1B or OB.
Phone 435-4467.
IS, ARTICLES FOR SALE
FIREWOOD FOR sale. $25 a
rick, $5 delivery fee. 753-8057.
FOR SALE
White portable dish-
washer made by Roper
ia good csaditlea,
S151. Call 7534122 af-
ter 4*0 p.m.
FOR SALE one class D fire
rated four drawer file
cabinet and other office
supplies. Call 753-5712,
between 8 and 4. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCH AND chair. Also
stereo cabinet, can be used
as bookcase. 760-7711S. 
FOR SALE: Twin size
mattress, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-2911.
We Buy, Sell Or Irode
Used Furniture Or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
lek
- NEW LOCATION
Effective Monday, January 22, 1979
Medical Arts Building
.300 South 8th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502- 759-4433
Murray Surgical Associates, Inc.
General Surgery
CC. Lowry. MA. P.S.C.
Hal f2. Houston. M.D.. P.S.C.
Office Hours O. Appointment
41-F & S A.M.
Hugh L. Houston, M.D.
Internal Medicine & Geriatrics
Office Hours M,W,F A.M.
Do You Have Manual
Dexterity?
-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?
If so, there is an opportunity
available as an Orthodontic
Laboratory. Technician
(must be 21 or over, high school education)




ie. HOME FURNISHINGS •
FOR SALE: four piece •
livingroom furniture set,
excellent condition. Call 753-
0367.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
refrigerator, 21 cubic feet.
Only 2 years old, automatic
jcemaker. Excellent con
dition. Call 753 2615.
MATCHING COMCH and
chairs, green velvet, in ex-
cellent condition, $175. 753
3803.
ONE MAPLE bedroom suite,
one bedroom suite with
kingsized bed. Call 753.8615,
SEARS PORTABLE washer,
2 years old, $.75. GE
refrigerator, 13 years old,
150. Call 436 2283.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1




Explorer I compound bow, 3
months old, perfect con-
dition, original cost $160.
selling price 5120 or best
offer. 474-2226 or 767-4164.
22. MUSICAL
FIN SILL Used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition, needs tuning,
$150. Call 753-5322 af-
ter 4:00p.m.
SIX MONTH old Spinet
piano, yours by assuming
low monthly payments. Also
a used upright piano




CONSOLE COLOR t.v. Call
753-0623.
ROBYN CB base radio, 1-123
B, turner pfus 3 mike.
Starduster antenna. Kris
Boomer Linear. Call after 3
pm, 753-4542.
TAKE UP payment on 25
inch color t.v. under
warranty. 753-7575. 
28. MOO. HOME RENTS
NICE MOBILE home, small
quiet court, 1 or 2 persons,
S85.753-8216 after S pm.
BUS„ RENTALS
FOR RENT: 900 square feet
office space, located at 703 S
4th Street next to Black's
Decorating Center. See






Space now available For
details contact, Don Overby,
Stirray, 753-1192.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. 
C 1978 United Feature Syndicate int
ITi 'THE REAL 7/-i1NG "THIS 'TIME
A BUREAUCRAT WITH OODLES OF
FRINGE BENEFITS, "






With The Frwiddiv Touch'
COMING HOME TO
302 N. 17th St. will be a




us living area, roomy
bedrooms, carport.
New Outside Storage.
ONLY $34,900 - IM-
MEDIATE POSSESS-
ION . Boyd Majors









FIRST TIME om market...
you're missing something...
if you don't inquire about this
brick home- near the
university... 3 spacious
bedrooms, bright sunny
. kitchen.., large lot . priced
in the 530's. Better call soon
or this deal will be gone
753.1492 or 753-2249 .. offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
BARGAIN HUN-
ER' DELIGHTT S •
  Weald yeta-like to hive
APARTMENT HOUSE with near the lake or have a
7 apartments, located on S nice house just to get
16th next to college, for sale.
Also for sale, 2 bedroom • away from it all? Take
trailer on lake front lot in a look at this prac-
new twoPanorama Shores . Call 436, ,..._tically
2341 anytinwk -eor 436-2122
-bedroom home- litafter 5 pm. 
- Vista.-It-has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
"1 BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
 _ 753-8080 
=Mir
Prof essional Serv Ices
With The Friendl!. Touch"
236 acre farm at $500





round. $8,000 of com-
mercial timber.
Financing available.
Located 4 miles West
of Crossland in Tenn.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
32. APTS. FOR RENT  FOUR HOUSES at around
ONE BEDROOM furnished $20,000. Immediate
apartment on 121 next to Fair possession on two. Prices are
Gn-AfrVerg7Latt75.3-J 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, house in Murray), $18,250.
$175 per month, 1619W Main. $21,500 and one with two
Call 753.6930 or 247-4787. complete apartments for
only $26,500. Call C.O.
Bondurant Realty. 753.9954
or 753-3460.








Retreiver puppies, 1 male
and 2 female. cad 489-2364
after 6 pm.
FOR SALE: Full blooded
Collie pups. Call 753-4003
after 4 pm.
43. REAL ESTATE
A LITTLE planning will put
you first in line to see this
first showing.. light your
fire! In this home with the
wood burning fireplace, 3
bedrooms arranged so that
you can have your privacy,
galley kitchen, balcony
overlooking spacious living
room. ..a11 this plus garage
located on wooded lot. Cali
753 1492 or 753 1499 • offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Pro(edisoruil Services
With The Fnendly Touch-
JUST THE PLACE
FOR YOUR FAMILY
TO CALL HOME. . .
About l mi. W. of
Puryear, Tenn. - neat 3
bedroom frame home,





heat. On apprx. I acre,
blacktop road. High
20's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
REAL'
South 12th at Svcamor•
TELEPHONE 753.1651











heat, large lot, 21
rooms. Call for your
appointrnenteloday!
- 
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half -acres only SOO' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or trailers John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 111!
Sycamore St. 753 0101.
at only 821,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALT-
Y, 753-1222.
'JUST LISTED, 3 bay body
shop with 1800 sq. ft of
working space on 3 acres of
prime development property
in rapidly growing corn.
munity. Call 753-1492 or 437-
4446 for details..., offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors
SereetRial Special hearth*
Hew ist Gatesbererrair. bane
feetertys IRWIN intersem,
burgh" Were pis p, lerge
Frealece und own were! If
you'll like eriatleael in-
formation oboe this lovely 3
Si, 21/2 Isrls Mame len cell
is. Ws vomit so we am INA
st it won» otter** et
$69,900.
EXPECT TO BE IM-
PRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
















A manufacturing plant located in NW Ten-
nessee is seeking qualified candidates to fill the
position of personnel supervisor. This position has
responsibilities for a broad range of personnel ac-
tivities including: employment, union relations,
employee relation programs, administration of per-sonnel records and the administration of lay off,recall & job bidding procedures.
No pnor experience is necessary A degree in
business or industrial relations is required. Ap-plicant must have career aspirations in the field of
industrial relations.
Send resume in cDrifidence to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.II. ikx 321
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Employment Opportunity F.rtipl
43 REAL
Five beautiful acres in 1
New Providence area
plus 3 bedroom mobile
home plus older home
in need of repair.
Private drive to
property makes this a
loyely buy at $15,750.
The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors.





describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this





home on quiet street near
hospital. This two bedroom,
living room (newly paneled)
and cOrnbinatin dining -
kitchen can be yours for
under $20,000 John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., 753-0101 or call






Commeetiol 105 i 121 let
located on N 7th With rod
'seri building
2 II•droom home with
bastinisnt in one of Ow Yost
locations in town. Priced to
sell.
Cowing ere rad air, 3
Weinman', seeded', Wilt Is
is kitdion on nice imMt
Wool.
Is., ereeed home at Hi. wigs
this 2 bedroom with .as bane
electric beet. Air conditiorme
Oely $10,100.00
Too wood to sae this 2
1111‘1141111 mobilo home with
mu hoot, carport mall reef
Mu living room. IN feet ii if
thwereperly
Wont to holisl yew fen bode
we hove 2 orris *ft 01 121
N. for only $7,750.00.









44. LOTS FOR SALE
143 ACRES, AP.
PROXIMATELY 72
cultivaton, paved road, good
water, New Providence. A.
Williams, Rt. 8, Box 517,
Mobile, AL, 1205)649-4417.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES PRODUCTIVE
farm land, long highway
frontage. 8 miles southwest
of Murray. Call 492-8502 after
6 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1978 750 HONDA, like new,
many extras, $1800. Inquire
at Lot 4, Riveria Courts.
1973 HONDA CR-125, ex
cellent condition, has been
bored, 3 over size, ported and
polished. included .pew rear
Knobby, 5300. 492-8586.
49. USED CARS
1971 BLUE TORINO. Runs
good, body rough, make
offer. 759-1271.
1971 CHEVROLET MALIBU,
2 door hardtop, 350
automatic, power steering
brakes and air, letter tires,
mag wheels. S1050. Call 753-
8124.
DODGE DART 'and also
Dodge Super B. both are 1970
models. 753-2964.
1963 FORD FAIRLANE,
61,000 miles, uses no oil, $225,
must sell. Call 753-7675.
1973 MONTE CARLO, AM.
FM .tereo, power windows,
c of ektr$3, rniAt





604 So, 12th St.
1971 PINTO, 4 cylinder,
automatic, $250. 498.8716.
1978 T. BIRD, 5800 miles, T-
roof, loaded, excellent
condition, for sale or take up
payments. 753-6345.
1978 VW RABBIT, air con-
ditioning, loaded, one owner,
like new, 15,000 miles, $4000.





miles, power, air, tape
player, in good condition,
perfect motor. 753-8613 after
5.
1976 ONE TON Ford truck
with sides, power steering,
new tires, excellent con-
dition. Call 753.9880,
1973 RONCHERIO, power
steering brake and air. AM-




pickup, 11,000 miles, loaded.
753 8533 days, 753-5121
evenings. '
1973 4 WHEEL DRIVE for
sale No power steering or
power brakes, 360 A speed
Call 489 2203 after S pm
It USED TRUCKS
1973 SCOUT, 4 X 4. Perfect
conditiOn. Call 753-6562,
19754 X 4 GMC JIMMY, 9,900
miles, loaded with all extras,
still under warranty. Call
753.6275 after 6 pm. 
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son -
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters. and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
BUILDING REMODLEING,
block laying. 20 year ex









and efficient service, Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. V ibra.Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete iobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in
place urea fromalehyde._EIS*, i ma tes, no
obligation. Kentucky
Tennessee Insulation, Rt, 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527.
$3, SERVICES OFFERED
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 7310 for





spec if ica tram. Call, Sears
75.3-2310 for tree est irhates. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills




and Tax Service, Railroad




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753.8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now. all Oak. $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson 7531149
after 6 pm 
ROOFING. FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435,4173.
WILL DO plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs. Call 753-
2211, if no answer.,call 7.59
1531.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
tega, Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY





Morrison's the leader in southern hospitality has
immediate openings for manager and manager
trainees. Rapid company growth have created
openings for managers in cafeterias, institution
-food service, and motel restaurant. Competitive
starting salary, exc, benefits and unlimited poten-
tial for personal growth. Business Education or
restaurant experience preferred, but not required
'for management development must be willing to
relocate anywhere in Morrison's operating areas
( southeastern u.s.y If you like people and are
willing to work toward a career our representatives
will be in the Cincinnati area the week of Jan. 2/1.
You can obtain additional information or personnal
interview by calling 1-800-633-6736 ext. 247. E. 0. E.
PUNNED PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
An Equal Opportunity Employer
This position offers a career opportunity through
planned advancement to management levels and
higher earnings. Applicants must have high school
diploma and good driving record. Special con-
sideration given applicants with financing ex-
perience.
For an interview appointment, call or write:
Mr. Chlorin Noma,
CIT finniscinl Sorvices




NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:3061 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT S1.541 PRICE SHAVE 51.25
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Mrs. Gladys Opal Hale, 1207
Crestwood Drive, Murray,
died this morning at 5:25 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 78 years of age and
the wife of Charles Hale who
died Dec. 30, 1962.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church and had
been active in the Woodmen of
the World activities. Born
May 3, 1900, she was the
daughter of the late William
(Buck) Hubbs and Maggie
Austin Hubbs.
Mrs. Hale is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Charles M.
;Jane Baker, 1207 Crestwood,
Murray, and Mrs. Ed Frank
Reba ) Kirk, Louisville; one
brother, Bob Hubbs, Murray;
four grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral a rtd burial





Mrs. Audrey Edwards, 78, of
Hazel Route 1 died Saturday
at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was the wife of Brent
Edwards who died Sept. 7,
1970.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church, and was born in July
1901.
Mrs. Edwards is survived
by one brother, Conn Scott,
MifrrayT One
Peggy Jones, Murray; and
one nephew, Ralph Edwards,
Hazel.
The funeral is being held
today at 2p.m. at the chapel of
the Miller Funeral Home,
Hazel, with the Rev. James
Garland officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Charles Overcast, Joe B.
Adams, Uoyd Wilkerson,
Milford Orr, Bert Jones, and
Bobby Scott. Burial will follow




The funeral for Mrs. Anne
Emma Schoenfeldt, mother of
Dr. Roger C. Schoenfeldt, 1622
Magnolia Drive, Murray, was
held Thursday, Jan. 18, at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the Webb
& • Rodrick Funeral Home,
Independence, Kan.
Officiating at the services
was the Rev. Robert Jackson,




Joe Thomas Rogers, father
of Mrs. Mary Hopson of
Murray, died Thursday at 1.15
p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 84
years of age, a resident of 1319
Adams Circle, Mayfield, and a
retired employee of the
Kentucky Highway Depart-
ment.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Odena Rogers; five
daughters, Mrs Hopson,
Murray, Mrs. Lois Ann
Owens, Clarksville, Ind., Mrs.
Billie Sue Hicks, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Kathleen Casey and
Mrs. Frances Moreland,
Stuart, Va.; two sons, Ellis
and Harold Rogers, Mayfield;
two half sisters, Mrs. Lucy
Sellars and Mrs. Ethel Stin-
nett, Paducah; two half
brothers, Berry Rogers,
Hickory, and Hollie Rogers,
Lone Oak; 17 grandchildren;
10 great grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Jack Doom officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Gaylon, Joey, Brent, and
Michael Rogers, Tommy
Rowland, Billy Moreland,
Jeff, Scott, and Mark Owens,








died Sunday at 7:40 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was 85 years of age.
The deceased was a U. S.
Army veteran of World War I,
lid—was a member of the
Union Grove Church of Christ!
Born March 14, 1893, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Thomas Ben-
jamin Thurmond and Arna
Roselee Cochran Thurmond.
Mr. Thurmond is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Ethel
Diuguid Thurmond, to whom
he was married on Jan. 3,
1920; one daughter, Mrs. Jack
( Louise) Cochran, 500 South
Eighth Street, Murray; two
sons, Guthrie Thurmond,
Lavonia, Mich., and Gene
Thurmond, Riveria Courts,
Murray; one brother, Cecil
Thurmond, Murray.
Also surviving are seven
grandchildren—Mark, Jim,
Tim, Tony, Linda, and Marcia
Thurmond, and Dale
Cochran; and two great
grandchildren, Trine Nicks
and Chad Cochran.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
....-0211IOILthege...13,11C14...1M,A11....EuzieralolionaelYithohettatia somestel...4shiey
the Lutheran Cemetery. and Talmadge Jones of-
Mrs. Schoenfeldt, 79, of
Independence had been in ill
health for some time. Her
husband, Carl Schoenfeldt,
preceded her in death on Jan.
31, 1952. One brother and one
sister also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one son,
Dr. Schoenfeldt, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Pat (Elaine)
Miller, Independence, Kan.,
and Mrs. Charles (Judy )
Leathers, Reno, Nev.; six
grandchildren; two great
srandchildren.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says he
will support a 4 percent limit
on property tax increases
mainly to alert local officials
to what he says will be
devastating effects should it
become law.
"I hope the message is loud
and clear. The only way to get
it across is to show them it's
passing," Carroll said.
He said that when , he ap-
peared in the Senate last
Three Business, Office
Courses To Begin At
Area Vocational Center
The Murray Area
Vocational Center will offer
three Business and Office
courses beginning in
February, 1979.
Shorthand II will begin on
Monday, Feb. 5 at 6:30 p.m.
The class will meet on Monday
and Wednesday evenings from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. for seven
weeks. The registration fee
will be $5.00 and the textbook
will be $9.50. Mrs. Frances
Spillman will be the in-
structor.
Typing II will begin on







You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.
Allstate*
You're in good hands.












ficiating. Jerry Bolls will lead
the song service. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




NAZARETH, Ky. (AP) — A
weekend fire forced the
evacuation of the Sisters of
Charity Motherhouse in
northern Nelson County.
The fire, which broke out in
the building's main electrical
panel Saturday, was quickly
extinguished by volunteer
firefighters, but smoke forced
the 167 nuns living at the
motherhouse to temporarily
take refuge in a nearby
auditorium.
The building was not
structurally damaged.
During the evacuation, one
nun fell and broke her hip, but
no other injuries were
reported.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp , of Murray, are as (Wows.
Industrial Average -4.94
Air Products Sync
American Motors 6% +3/4
Ashland 00  141/41





General Care No Trade
General Dynamics 11%
General Motors 17%
General Tlre 25% -%
Ottodrich  III% -%








Wandys  11%9 ZIV•A
11% ow
Jim Feltner,, principal . of
North Calloway Elementary
School, has released the honor
roll for the third six weeks and
for the semester as follows:
SIXTH GRADE
Six Weeks—Jill Riley, Mark
Bazzell, Molly Imes, Rebecca
Jones, Angie Shawl/el.', Angela
Balentine, Daina Crick, Lisa
Hopper, Lori Parker, Jeannie
Rule, and Rodney Tucker.
Seniester—Marlin Cochrurn,








- EIGHTH GRAVE --
Six Weeks—Tracy Beach,
Shannon McDougal, Gabrielle
Schmidt, Van Bucy, Raymond










The honor roll, for the third
six weeks and for the semester
at East Calloway Elementary
School has been released by




Tony Lovett, Tammy Thomas,
Chris Satterwhite, Rhonda
Jones, Joanna Herndon, Kim
Garland, and John Kelso.
Brad Skinner, Jon Seeling,
Rhonda Jones, Joanna Her-
ndon, Kim Garland, Jeanetta
Geurin, Dawn Hale, John




Lisa Chaney, Lisa Allen, Jill






Daysha Smith, Bill Tolley, and
Richie Rowland.
Semester—Evy Jarrett, Jill
Childress, Lisa Chaney, Bill









Bryan, Vincent Alton, Perry
Cooper, Teresa Ragsdale,
Karen Roach, and Rick
Wagoner.
Semester--Lisa Maddox,
Nancy Miller, Mike Holloway,
Jeff Garrison, Ronnie Bryan,
Vincent Alton, Perry Cooper,




One name was omitted from
the Murray Middle Schoolhonor roll published in
Tuesday's Murray Ledger &
Times.
Roger Dunn, a seventh
grader, should have been on
tffe • list of students 'who
achieved a academic
standing of from 2.50 to 3.00
for the second nine weeks
grading period.
$2688
The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenine from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. for seven weeks. The
registration fee will be $5.00
and the textbook will be $6.50
Mrs. Nancy Dill will be the
instructor.
Accounting II will begin on
Tuesday, Feb. 6 at 6:30 p.m.
The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. for seven weeks. The
registration fee will be $5.00
and a book and workbook
must be purchased. Mrs
Frances Spillman will be the
instructor.
To register for any of the
classes, call the Murray
Vocational Center at 753-1870
between the hours of 8:00 a,m.
and 3:30 p.m.
week, "I told them they are
getting ready to really
strangle city and county
governments."
Carroll discussed the tax




He also said the legislators
should await details of federal
spending cuts, which will
deplete the state budget,
before modifying it to ac-commodate tax cuts.
Carroll said he would obtain
particulars this week in
Washington on the federal
cuts.
A rough estimate, he said, is
that they will reduce by MO
million the amount of federal
money going to Kentucky's
state and local governments
and being spent in the state
directly by the federal
government.
The tax proposal Carroll
referred to, now under
discussion in the special
session, would limit annual
increases in state and local
tax revenues to 4 percent.
Local revenue from
property newly added to the
tax rolls would be allowed to
increase an additional 3
percent a year. Local tax
revenues could be increased
beyond the 4 percent limit, or
decreased, if residents
petitioned for the change.
The House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee is
expected to hold public
hearings on the proposal this
week.
Asked if he actually opposed
the 4 percent cap on revenue
increases, Carroll said, "I am
for that cap as a stopgap
measure."
He said wording should be
added to make the law expire
before the 1980 General
Assembly, so that session
could "examine the whole
property tax system and enact
a new system."
Carroll said he will be in
Washington this week for
National Governors
Association briefings on the
effort to balance the federal
Vocational Center Will
Offer Engine Course
A 36 hour course in Small
Engine beginning Feb. 5 at
6:30p.m. will be offered at the
Murray Vocational Center.
The class will be held for six
Restaurant Manager
Shot In Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
manager of fast-food
restaurant, William Wilson,
44, was shot and killed during
a weekend robbery, police
said.
Officers said Wilson was
closing the restaurant early
Sunday morning when he was
shot.
Stephen Foreman, 20, of
Paducah, was arrested and
charged with murder and
robbery, police said.
weeks on Monday and Wed-
nesday evenings from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m,Donal Rowlett, auto
mechanics teacher at the
Vocational Center, will teach
the class.
The course will cover two
and four cycle fractional
horsepower engines such as
lawn mowers, tillers, and
related equipment.
A $5.00 registration fee will
be taken, and the book must be
purchased at the first class
meeting.
The class will be limited to
the first 15 people.
To enroll, call or visit the
Murray Vocational Center.
The phone number is 753-1870,
and you can register between
the hours of 8:00.a.m. and 3:30
p.m.
budget and the resulting cuts
&spending.
Carrell said he already has
been told that federal funds
for grants to low-income
pregnant women will be cut
off, with the responsibility for
those grants falling on the
states, and that federal funds
that go to universities for
medical and nursing training
also will be cut off.
-Before the week is out I
will be able to give the
General Assembly some
bottom-line dollars that will be
coming out of the ( state)
budget" because of the federal
cuts, he said.
"What I want to do is blow
the whistle on any legislator or
candidate who is trying to
deceive the public that they
can get a cut in taxes that is
not going to cost them
anything," he said.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 22,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 704 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gdts mostly steady Sows steady to $1.01
Vir f Instances $1.311
&N. 116111.ft1 .00 few 33.30
USZ 95t 
us 24  $51.50-52.30
US 24 Mai $50.0041.30
Sows
US 1-2 279-350 lbs 
US 1-3300430 lbs 
US 1-3 450400 lbs
US 14 5004501bs 
















Includes listed parts and labor — no extra charge for air
conditioned cars $4 less for electronic ignitlors
Helps Insure Qukk Cold Weather Starts
• Electronic engine, charging, and • Set dwell and timing • Adjust carbu-
starting systems analysis • Install new rotor • Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW,
points, plugs, condenser, rotor and light trucks









and Free Tire Rotation
$1588 Additional parts and 
services extra
if needed. Front wheel drive and
Chevettes excluded.
wwft.,_llelps_ftsztldlicsnAnd Vehicle Performance
• Inspect and rotate all four tires • Set steering systems • Most U.S. cars,
caster, camber, and toe-in to proper some imports
alignment • Inspect suspension and
Warranted 90 dart or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.
Lube & Oil Change
8
Includes uprc cArtS
major brand 10 30 oil.
Oil filter extra ,f needed.
Helps Protect Moving Parts
• Chassis lubrication and oil change • Please
call for appointment • Includes light trucks
WarraMed 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.
Transmission Service
Helps Protect Your Automatic
Transmission
• Drain and replace transmission fluid • Install new
A44,tiOnat PSIS and se,v.r es pan gasket • Replace transmission filter, 
when
extra if needed. equipped • Adjust linkage and bands, where appli-
cable • Most U.S. cars, some imports
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.
Brake Service-Your Choice
Helps Maintain Stopping Power
2-WHEEL FRONT Disc: Install OR 4-WHEEL DRUM Install new
new front brake pads and grease brake lining, all 4 wheels • New
seals • Resurface front rotors front grease seals • Resurface
Additional parti and services • Repack front 
wheel bearings drums • Repack front bearing!'
extra if needed_ • Inspect calipers and hydrau- • Inspect hydraulic system •
Most U S. Cars, most Dotson tic system • 
Add fluid (dOeS Add fluid.
Toyota VW ' not Include rear wheels).
Warranted 12 months or 12,000 milts*, whtchaver comes first.
THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• We do professional work.
• We do only the work you authariza.
• We return worn-out parts.





With Over 10,000 Hord-
Working Tread Edges
For Traction!
Tiempo has special tread
compounds too, plus an
aggressive tread design
that helps add traction on
almost any road, in
almost any weather. Yet
Tiempo's radial con-
struction saves on gas.
rides quiet, doesn't
wander on grooved

















P155i BORIS Plackwall P165 130R14,
plus $1.59 or $1.71 P165t801t15 blackwail
F.E.T. and old tire plus $1 65, $1.72 or











Choose 6 95-14, 6.50-13,
A78-13. or 5.60-15 blackwa
plus 441 to 501 F.E.T. depend
















*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is
whichever comes first
service is ever required
Just Say 'Cho
warranted for at least 90 days or 3,000 miles.
— many services, much longer If warranty
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the
9 Goodyear
tie It Revo.ng1114111aL al Charge Account
original work was performed. If. however, you're more than 50 miles
from the original store, go to any of Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores
nationwide.
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
Charge • Visa • American ESpress Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Goodyear Service Stores
721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
Store Manager Robert I udolph, Jr.
Goodyear Service Store
*ere Seers iii.,.. oda I:N a.m. Daily - Sp.a Friday Illatil SAO p.m.
Phone
753-0595
•••••
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